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Whe Unity Socity of Kansas City.
This Society is an independent movement established in 1889 with headquarters in Kansas City. It
is not connected with the Unitarian Society.
It has a local attendance at its various meetings
of about 500. It is called the Unity Society of
Practical Christianity.
An auxiliary Society, called the Society of Silent
Unity, has a membership in all parts of the. world of
about 12,000.
The local Society owns property at 913 Tracy
Avenue, Kansas City, Mo., where its meetings are
held in a temporary building — a permanent stone
and brick structure of adequate proportions being
under construction.
The doctrine promulgated is summed u p in the
name of the Society — Practical Christianity.
W e follow the injunctions oi Jesus as written in
the last chapter of Mark:
"Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to the
whole creation.
"And these signs shall follow them that believe: in my name
they shall ca?t out devils; they shall speak with new tongues.
They shall take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing
it shall in no wise hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick and
they shall recover."
The Lord confirms that we are preaching and
practicing the true gospel by the signs that follow our
work. " By their fruits ye shall know t h e m . "
W e publish many pamphlets and books and regular monthly magazines as follows:
UNITY, SI.0 0 per year, 10 cents per copy. Charles
and Myrtle Fillmore, editors.
W E E W I S D O M , for children, 50 cents per year, 5
cents per copy. Myrtle Fillmore, editor.
NEW

THOUGHT D I E T , a magazine of dietectics, will

soon be issued at 50 cents per year.
The publishing part" of our work is done under the
name of the Unity Tract Society, Charles Edgar
Prather, Manager, 913 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City,
Mo., to whom all subscriptions and book orders
should be sent.
Enquirers are cordially invited to attend our various
meetings, both Sunday and week days, mention
of which will be found in detail in our weekly program.
For full information call or write to
UNITY SOCIETY,
913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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METHODS OF SPIRITUAL HEALING.
BY HORATIO W. DRESSER.

Nearly always when descriptions of the process
of spiritual healing are given, with the object of
aiding the learner to acquire the methods implied,
the student finds that there is still something intangible. Thus must it always be in a sense, until the
methods have been put to the tests in actual
experience. The description is of the letter; it is
the experience that is spiritual. All that a description
can hope to achieve is to convey hints, which must
be verified by experience. But in the following
quotation from the lecture notes of Julius A. Dresser
the essence of the process is conveyed more directly
than usual. The quotation is taken from the midst
of explanations in regard to the general theory of
healing, and begins with the supposition that the
healer is seated by the patient, the latter receptive,
the former filled with the consciousness of "the
truth of the patient's being"; and continues as
follows:
"Now suppose you realize that God is everywhere, therefore that He fills this room, surrounds
the patient, even fills him without his knowing it.
Then go on from that point to realize what God
would be and feel in the patient's place — calm,
without fear. Therefore, think of the patient as
losing his fear, serene and at peace. . . . God is
perfect health, therefore the patient is feeling the
healing effect of His presence in every part of his
being. God is perfect wisdom and action in every
way, therefore the patient is yielding to the better
way, to the wisdom that is coming in as a part of
Digitized by v j O O Q I C
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himself. Regard the patient as seeing for himself
wherein he is weak and unwise. See him realizing
the better way of perfect.wisdom, now coming into
consciousness as his own thought of improvement.
See this especially in so far as you may have learned
wherein the patient has caused his trouble by
unwisdom.
" Another way of thinking. Imagine God the
Father, the eternal power, infinite wisdom and love,
as a Person looking more fully and consciously into
the patient's mind (than you can look) and saying
to him, 'You are perfect in your physical design, and
only interfere with it by your undeveloped character
and unwise ways and fears. Now have peace. Feel
my perfect design in every organ and function. See
everything within you as perfect. Your illness, your
inharmony is only the result of your mistakes. Have
peace. Let these errors go, and be at peace, and
wiser. I am your wisdom, your very life and
strength, your intelligence and power. Let me have
you perfectly. Then your perfection will be gained
in all ways, and on each plane of your being.
" Now what is the effect of these thoughts of
yours? Your patient has been gaining, and he will
be conscious of the improvement later. . . . He
may have been thinking of his unwise conduct —that
which caused his trouble or illness — and seeing the
foolishness of such ways and thinking he will
certainly be wiser. I have caused such thoughts
many a time in the mind of a patient. Not that I
thought precisely what he did, but that his thoughts
resulted from my realization: he saw in part for
himself what I more fully realized for him.
"Now is this practical or visionary? Let your
own thought answer. God is our life and wisdom
and power. He is living us and developing us all the •
time to be more like Him, that is, to become wiser
and stronger individuals, more loving and better in
every way. . . . In the silent treatment there is
much of that developing and growing in a short
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time. That new development is displacing the state
of mind and body that was the patient's disease.
" W h e n everything is arranged as here for a
treatment — the recipient intentionally receptive and
open, desiring help; and the sender positive, and
thinking the kind of thoughts which of all others
have the most power — work is sure to be done. . . .
You cannot afford to doubt it, and thus hinder an
effect that must in a measure take place inevitably.
. . . A result that is as inevitable as the sunshine
from a luminary that cannot keep its sunshine back.
. . . God's creatures must get it (spiritual help)
unavoidably, and they cannot prevent it. That is
why you cannot afford to doubt. The simple fact
that you and your patient arrange for such work
being done shows that some effect will be inevitable.
Minds together mingle, unavoidably. . . .
If an
intelligent direction is given to the thought (the
power) that is going to do the work, the result will
be greater. In proportion to the patient's receptivity,
also, and his confidence and faith in the power of
this way of being helped, will the result be greater.
. . . As a practitioner's understanding increases
and his intuitions develop, and as he becomes active
more and more on the God ward side of his work —
out of himself and the human way of thinking — so
his effectiveness will increase."
Obviously, the ability to enter into the fullness of
such a consciousness depends upon the previous
acceptance of the theology implied in it. For there
is a great difference between regarding oneself as a
center of life and power, and regarding man as at
best a recipient of wisdom and love from " the giver
of every perfect gift."
The therapeutic experience is primarily social
rather than individual
It is a recognition, not
merely of our utter dependence upon God, but of
the great truth that we are " members one of
another." Hence the statement quoted above, that
two people cannot sit down together, the one
Digitized by v j O O Q I C
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desiring help, the other longing to give it, without
producing a beneficial effect, has in many cases
proved to be the clinching argument, the one that
has encouraged the beginner to make trial of the
method.
Nevertheless, the same principle applies with
equal force to the individual. If " God and one
make a majority," to enter into conscious oneness
with the Father is to experience the blessings of
divine sonship. In order to make this realization
very vivid, one may regard one's higher self as the
healer, one's disordered self as the patient, and
objectify the problem to be solved. In this way one
may, for the time being, transcend the consciousness
of sensation, lift all active thought to the higher
level, and give oneself over to a detailed realization
of what it means to be a child of God. To do this
in all humility and receptivity is in very truth to feel
that the soul is at best merely an instrument, guided,
sustained, carried forward at every point. Hence
the self that one "affirms" is the individuality
through which the ever-present Father is fulfilling
a purpose. One prays that that purpose, whatever
it may be, shall be achieved. One is ready to do
the work that is given, to meet the circumstances at
hand, learn the lesson of the present conflict.
Hence no complaint is uttered. There is no sense
of impatience, no desire to run away from the given
situation. Instead, there is a sense of peace, of
quiet restfulness, and thankfulness. One does not
expect to solve the present problem by itself. One
sees that it is inwrought with the whole of life, just
as one's mere self is related to a larger whole.
Therefore one seeks, above all, the truth of the
general situation, and, in the light of this, the
wisdom which applies to the case in hand.
If one could always attain this sense of peace and
adjustment, if one could maintain it with calm
persistence, no other method of |self-help would be
needed. This adjustment is the ideal, and it should
Digitized by v j O O Q I C
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ever be held before the mind. But as it is sometimes less easy to mount the supernal heights than
at others, it is well to know of other methods,
regarded as introductory to this. It is an aid, for
example, to dismiss all care, remove all nervous
tension, and quietly settle down into the living
present, with no effort to attain or to aspire. One
therefore reminds oneself that one cannot achieve all
ends at once, that to become rounded-out means to
take up one tendency after another and lead it
into line. One endeavors to come to judgment in
the moment of life that just now is. One frankly
acknowledges what has been accomplished, what
remains to be done. One makes no claims, one
makes no promises. The plain, unvarnished truth
is what one wishes.
It is important for every one to be able thus to
discriminate the soul — regarded as essentially
ideal, aspiring to be perfect—from the conditions of
its evolution. Then the past that one regrets, the
memory that causes pain, the experience that causes
shame, will be connected rather with the self which
one used to be. For the very fact that regret and
shame arise shows that the soul is already far more
than once it was. Once there was only a dim
consciousness of a better way, a well-nigh impotent
awareness of an alternative. But now the weaker
element has become the stronger; the higher
alternatives have prevailed.
It is au entirely new thought to some people to
reflect that there is a part of the self that is never
ill, never sins. Yet one must believe this if one
holds that the soul is a son of God, reared in love,
sharing the divine life, never separated from the
Father's care. To accept such a belief is to conclude
that at heart the soul is pure, true, genuine, free,
beautiful. That being so, one may very well give
special thought to this conception of the soul.
One will then see that what appeared to be an
enveloping fear was relatively superficial. One
Digitized by \ j O O Q IC
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apparently gave way to doubt, but in deepest truth
the soul remained at heart loyal, serene. The hours
of pain that swept over the inner life seemed to carry
everything before them, but, far within, the soul was
at peace, inspired now and then by enticing glimpses
through the mist of doubt. Hence one must judge,
not by the experience, but by the inmost attitude.
One must put together these profounder hints
concerning the soul's real belief and take the erect,
strong attitude which they suggest. After a time
this ideal consciousness will be an ever-ready
resource. At first, this consciousness will be largely
passive. But in due course it can be made aggressive,
until finally it will be an ever-present strength.
SELF-HEALING.
As mental healing became known, many ran to
the healers, as they before hastened to the exponents
of a new school of medicine.
By degrees both
teachers and patients discovered that the root of
mental healing was self-healing.
Only teachers and healers are in a position to truly
estimate the enormous difference this has made wilh
the ones seeking. There are thousands today talking
about the Science, the teachers and healers, and
ridiculing everything connected with it, because the
healers did not heal them or help them out of their
difficulties. Some of them openly say, " I want to
be healed; I do not want to heal myself."
Others say, "Jesus healed people. H e did not
ask them to heal themselves." In these latter cases
it is absolutely useless to draw their attention to the
fact that it was their faith with which he healed them,
not his.
The Science of Being as presented in and by the
Law of Expression, teaches from the first lesson to
the last, that each one who is truly healed must heal
himself. Another one may stand by with strong, sure,
helpful soul, but if a cure is to be made, the individual must do it for himself. The same applies to any
and every condition to be changed.
— A L M A GILLEN, in

Expression.
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IN THE BEGINNING.
BY JANE W. VARNALL.

By the story of Creation it has almost universally
been believed that the world is only six thousand
years old, but the spirit of investigation has taught
us to think differently, at the same time to not
dispute the statements of the book of Genesis.
Every intelligent soul knows that we live in an age
of progress, in an age of investigation and of interpretation which one hundred years ago was not
tolerated at all. W e live in an age of scientific
exactness, or as nearly so as the mind of man will
permit at the present stage of development, and we
have learned that by the use of the God-given
wisdom imparted to man, the human family began
to reason on the subject of origin. It was considered
necessary that the story of Creation should be
written, and written by the inspiration of the Lord
within, and we feel that it is wise to accept it in the
spirit it was written.
In the first chapter of Genesis is an account of
what God created day by day, and on the sixth day
H e said, " Let us make man in our image, and after
our likeness." Why did H e say us and ouri
Because
of the multitude of aspects that are required to
constitute God; the Life, the Truth, the Love, the
Wisdom, the Joy, etc. Every eternal principle of
good belongs in the category that constitutes God,
and all H e created is good, is spiritual and eternal,
every plant of the field before it was in the earth,
and every herb before it grew, etc. After which the
Lord God, which is the spiritual Man created in
the image of God, formed a man out of the elements
of earth, which is called the " dust of the ground," and
breathed into him the breath of life, and man became
a living squl, and was named Adam.
This man Adam was given a mind that was
mortal like his body. H e was given power to choose
Digitized by v j O O Q I C
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between that which is good and that which is not
good, and, as he was left without any teacher but
experience, and according to the allegory, he very
naturally chose to believe in the evidence of his
senses, sight and hearing, and what he saw with the
eyes he judged to be true. He knew nothing whatever of his spiritual origin, nor that he had within
himself the power to dominate all things about him.
Now from this account, it is not a difficult matter
for the mortal to realize that everyone who is born
into the world must grow into knowing what they
are and what their powers are. We all begin as
Adams, perfectly ignorant; but we have the advantage of living in an age of better and higher
knowledge than was possible for Adam. We absorb
the knowledge of parents and teachers, and we know
there is growth for everyone who will honestly
endeavor to see the distinction between that which is
ephemeral and that which is eternal; and when we
understand that distinction we cannot help knowing
that the I AM is that perfect image of God, endowed
with powers like unto God, and that it is by holding
the thought of perfection, and speaking it with
understanding and trust, that we make our bodies
respond to our thinking, and make them show forth
a likeness of that perfection that we know is ours.
Therefore let us cease to think or speak of the I AM
as unworthy, or weak, or sick, or any suggestion of
a negative condition. Remember that by our words
we are justified or condemned.
Let us remember that nothing befalls us that is
not of the nature of ourselves. There comes no
adventure but wears to our soul the shape of our
everyday thoughts, and deeds of heroism are but
offered to those who for long years have been heroes
in obscurity and silence.—MAETERLINCK.

Let man hold to his purpose as with the tug of
gravitation.— EMERSON.
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SELF TREATMENT FOR CONSUMPTION.
BY AM M E RIX MILITZ.

There is but one Will Power, the power of the
Will of God. It has only Good in view, and never
can work evil to anyone. Will Power is God. Will
Power is Love. I am not afraid to use Will Power,
for I am not afraid to use Love. I never use mortal
will, for there is no such thing; neither can I be
controlled by mortal will, for there is no such thing.
My Will is Divine. My Will is one with the Holy
Will of God. I will for Health and against disease,
and no weakness can paralyze my Will. My determination and my resolution are for Life, Eternal Life,
here and now, which is the Will of my God, and
that Will cannot be overcome. God is on my side.
My Will is His Will, for I do ever those things that
please Him. I rise in my might and assert myself.
I plant my feet, like hinds' feet, upon Mount Zion,
and I cannot be moved. The battle is the Lord's.
I stand and see God bring everything to pass. So
be it. God is now filling me with His Health and
His Life. I am vigorous and strong. I am not
afraid of any earthly thing. Let the breeze blow,
let the waters flow, let the earth give forth her
vapors — none of these things can harm me or make
me to fear. The Will of my God folds me round in
safety from every mortal belief. No foolish or weak
thought in the invisible can move me, to weaken me
or make me feel like giving up. I yield not one
step. I am positive and firm for Health. I am
Good — there is no evil in me and nothing can
persuade me that I deserve sickness and death.
/ will not be deceived. / will to be well. 1 will
show forth my Divine Nature. I am all-powerful,
and what I will shall stand and nothing can overcome it. I am one with God now, and what I Will,
He Wills, and what He Wills, I Will.—AMEN.
a by Google
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THE RED SHEET.
The test of a specially printed and spiritually
impregnated statement, as a help to concentration,
was well demonstrated in the October UNITY. The
reports are coming in of late more rapidly than at
first, and they are uniformally to the effect that good
results were obtained where the test was faithfully
made.
There were, of course, a few objections to this
innovation, this fear being that we are drifting into
materialism, worshipping graven images, etc. But
the truth is that those who followed directions got the
demonstration. Facts count larger than theories,
traditions and fears.
Many of the experiences are amusing. One good
lady says that she at first could not bring herself to
believe that there was. any power in a little sheet of
paper to make her realize the presence of the One
Life, and, as her science teaching had always been
that such things were "mortal mind," she spurned
the whole proposition. But, being in great pain, and
finding no relief in the usual way, she condescended to
try the " Red Sheet " and was relieved in short order.
The testimonies of healing that have so far been
received would fill a small book. They vary in
degree from rheumatism to finances. One lady
relates that her mother cut the Red Sheet up into
little bits and sent them to various lelatives who were
ailing. Among them was a young mother who had
been afflicted many months and was very weak. At
her first sitting she had a revelation that healed her
at once; her strength came with a great rush and she
is now perfectly well. Scores report having felt
strong life vibrations while taking the treatment. A
letter just opened lies before me as I write. This is
part of it:
" I wish I could tell you how much good that red slip of
paper in last month's U N I T Y has done for me. I will just mention
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one or two instances. On three different occasions I could not
sleep,.my head was throbbing so, and I was feeling so very bad.
I took the paper and put it on my head, and before I knew it I
was fast asleep. It is wonderful."

We have due respect for the conservative element
in our cult, and would not willingly offend or outrage
their ideas of applied metaphysics, but we are not tobe hampered or bound in any way by what has been
the custom, nor what other people think about the
way to teach and demonstrate Truth.
Our motto is and always has been, " There is a
Spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty
giveth him Understanding." This Spirit of the Lord
is our guide and inspiration, and it is showing us
forces on every hand that may be used with advantage
by those who have understanding of the Law.
Because men have in the past made fetishes of
stocks and stones, and believed that the thing itself
possessed the healing virtue, is no criterion for us.
Yet that unnumbered millions have been marvelously
healed by believing in these things, should cause us
to pause and consider the law through which such
marvels are possible.
I would ask you who are objecting to this Red
Leaf as a help to concentration, Did Jesus lay hands
on the sick and heal them in many instances; did he
put clay on the blind man's eyes; did he say,
"These signs shall follow them that believe * * they
shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover " ?
Did Paul bless the handkerchiefs that healed, and did
the sick recover from the shadow of Peter that fell
upon them as he passed? This is what a literal
reading of the Scripture recites, and those who object
to the Red Sheet do so from this standpoint. This
is the Holy Ghost power— another degree of manifestation beyond that of Spiritual perception, yet
under the same law.
Because people have used ignorantly amulets and
the shin bones of saints to bring about certain good
results is no reason why we should be afraid of the
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law that so marvelously moves the human mind.
Observing its results we should be moved to investigate. We have very much to learn about the
working law of mind. Like electricity and the many
other forces open to man's use, it is to be studied,
and experimented with fearlessly by those who are
well grounded in Divine Understanding.
There is vast difference between laying on of
hands with prayer, and laying on of hands without
prayer. One is spiritual healing, while the other is
merely magnetic. Those in the understanding of
the law through which mind manifests know why
this is so. The hand is a conductor of the current
which the I AM generates in the mind. If the I AM
is fixed on God, a direct connection is made with the
One Life, while, if the attention is on the hand, and
human magnetism the highest concept, there is but
a very limited life flow.
This same law holds good in the use of the Red
Sheet. Those get best results who forget they are
holding it and lose themselves in the contemplation
of the true words of which it is the testimony. Thus a
direct connection is made between the within and
the without, and demonstrations of Spiritual power
are obtained where the purely abstract healing
method has failed. Undoubtedly many will try to
use the Red Sheet as they would a mustard plaster,
but they will not get the results. It is especially
prepared as a conductor of Spiritual forces, and you
must set these forces into activity in your mind
before the Power will come into your body. " F a i t h
without works is dead."
For the benefit of those who are not in sympathy
with the Red Sheet, we print this month the " C l a s s
Thought" in its usual place, giving you an opportunity to tear out the Red Sheet if it offends you.
So many calls for the October number with the
Red Sheet came in tnat we anticipate the demand in
this issue, and send to those whom we feel would
appreciate, and use to the Good, an extra copy.
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Please send or hand it to some one in need. " Let
your light shine." If you have received good from
this great Truth, you should freely pass it along to
others who are in as dire need as you were.
" Freely ye have received; freely give."
THE MASTER'S BIDDING.
BY MRS. D. W. PHIPPS.
lie your work as well as you can, and be kind, be kind.— E BKKT HUBBAKD.

What shall I do to serve my Lord, beloved,
What holy deeds, that men may bear in mind
My sainted name? Softly the answer fell:
" Do that which lies at hand, and do it well,
But more than all — be kind "
Dear Lord, so much I see that lieth near!
My hands are weak and small, and ceaseless grind
Of toil, monotonous, were irksome fate;
And those I meet oft fail to appreciate
When I to them am kind.
I once had hoped, dear Lord, perchance to me
Some more exalted part might be assigned:
I fain had deemed myself of nobler mould
Than these, the passing throng of young and old,
To whom thou bidst be kind.
My child, I saw thee lacking wisdom sore,
Thy heart was foolish, and thine eyes were blind;
Ill-timed had been the boon thine lips didst ask,
Once more I say: Do well thy appointed task,
And still to all — be kind.
These whom thou now regard'st with careless glance,
Seeing not how closely ties of kinship bind,
These are thy brothers, dear to me as thee,
Some day thou, too, wilt see them thus, nay, see
As thine own self — be kind.
Love is the magic that shall brighten toil,
Love for thy Lord, and love for all mankind.
Count no work low, love's glory doth enhance,
None high that lacks love's spur to swift advance,
That lacks love's crown — be kind.
And wherefore mourn though men shall mark thee not?
Though in mad grasp for fame thou'rt left behind?
Fame's but a phantom shape that mars thy rest —
Enough, love's wise and gentle motto: "Do your best,
And, aye, be kind — be kind."
Digitized by \jOOQ IC
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(Textfrom

the Revised

Version.)

Lesson 13. December 24.
THE CHARACTER OF THE MESSIAH.—Isa. 9:1-7.
1. But there shall be no gloom to her that was in anguish.
In the former time he brought into contempt the land of Zebulun
and the land of Naphtali, but in the latter time hath be made it
glorious, by the way of the sea, beyond Jordon, Galilee of the
nations.
2. The people that walked in darkness have seen a great
light: they that dwelt in the land of the shadow of death, upon
them hath the light shined.
3. Thou hast multiplied the nation, thou hast increased
their joy: they joy before thee according to the joy in harvest,
as men rejoice when they divide the spoil.
4. For the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder,
the rod of his oppressor, thou hast broken as in the day of Midian.
5. For all the armour of the armed man in the tumult, and
the garments rolled in blood, shall be for burning, for fuel of fire.
6. For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given; and
the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall
be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace.
7. Of the increase of his government and peace there shall
be no end, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to
establish it, and to uphold it with judgment and with righteousness from henceforth even for ever. The zeal of Jehovah of
hosts shall perform this.
G O L D E N T K X T — Thou shalt call his name Jesus;
for
it i, he that shall save his people from their sins
Matt.
1:21.

The relation which Jesus of Nazareth bears to the
Christ of God, who is to be formed in everyone, is a
matter requiring careful thought. If we hold with
the orthodox Christian church that Jesus was the
only son of God, and we are saved from the result of
our sins and insured a place in heaven afiei
through his personal crucifixion on the cross
lost in inconsistent situations that our logica.
refuse to accept. In the first place, it was
post-mortem salvation that Jesus proclaim?
said, " L e t the dead bury their dead; follt
me.
a by Google

HEALING

AFFI1

The promise of Jesus Christ,
"Ye shall receive POWER,
when the Holy Ghost is come
upon you,"
is now fulfilled in me.

Beloved:—
T h e Origin of All things is the Great Mind.
T h a t Great Mind expresses itself through Man.
Man is Mind and expresses himself through bo
Mind is therefore the Creative Power in both
and man.
Every thought you think and every word you
speak is.building your body and affairs.
T h e W o r d s on this sheet are healing and po\
giving because they are true expressions of the
Mind.
Make them operative in your mind by repeat:
and meditating upon them daily.
This sheet has been especially blessed by the
who know the Law.
Hold it in your hands wh
repeating over and over the words of T r u t h , and yo
will/**/ the Power of the Holy Spirit, and the pror
of Jesus Christ will be fulfilled in you. " Whosoe
shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be save
SOCIETY OF S I L E N T UNIT5
913 Tracy Avenue,
Kansay City, Mo.

(From December 1905 I 'nity, published at 913 1
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Where Martha construed his statement that he
was the " r e s u r r e c t i o n and the life," to mean a future
resurrection, he plainly said, " H e that believeth on
me shall never see death."
T h e life-giving force that
animated his body was so great that the usual
methods for putting out life did not work in his
case—he raised that same body up after three days.
Thus the proposition that we are saved by the death
of Jesus is not tenable, because of the fact that he
is not dead. H e reanimated that Jesus organism
and walked about in Galilee and showed himself to
many people, according to the Scripture, then set its
atoms into such a high rate of vibration that the eyes
of his disciples could not receive the light, and they
reported his ascension.
That ascension was not up into the clouds and
far away, but interior.
Jesus passed into the Universal E t h e r , a plane of consciousness right here in
our midst. T h o s e who open their minds on that
p l a n e can commune with him, as did Paul on the way
to D a m a s c u s , and at other times. T h o u s a n d s have
personally talked to Jesus since that time, and are
still doing so, as he is a most potent factor in the
Christian movement of today everywhere.
It was not Jesus of Nazareth that Paul referred
t o when he said, " C h r i s t in you the hope of glory,''
" L e t Christ be formed in y o u , " •• W e have the mind
of C h r i s t , " " L e t the same mind be in you that was
i n Christ J e s u s , " etc., but a certain principle or
e x p r e s s i o n of God called Christ or Messiah.
I t is quite evident that it is this saving principle
i n m a n Isaiah refers to in our lesson today. T h e
" p e o p l e " are our thoughts, and they are in the
" d a r k n e s s " of materiality, but they perceive that
t h e r e is a higher way, they have seen a great light —
t h a t i s , the true u n d e r s t a n d i ng has dawned upon them
t h a t t h e r e is a part of m a n ' s being that may be
d e v e l o p e d and save him from the shadow of death.
T h i s i s the real Messiah, which Jesus brought to
i i g h t i n the mentality of the race. In doing this he
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proved our greatest leader, and among all the countless millions of earth none have surmounted the
almost universal race negation called death as did
Jesus. As a forerunner of that mighty demonstration
which we must all make before we can enter into
that place prepared for us, he is our savior. But we
must bring forth this High Self within us as he
brought it forth — in no other way can we round out
the strength and beauty of the true man-character.
This wonderful saving principle makes its first
appearance in consciousness as a little child. It has
to grow in the individual as if he had become an
infant again and was learning all over the lessons oi
life.
W e must realize that this new birth, which the
little child represents, is the guiding genius of man,
inspired by the Most High. His " n a m e , " or nature,
is all one can conceive of as Wonderful, Counsellor,
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.
Then the Christ, or Messiah, is God demonstrated
in man. This is our salvation.

Lesson 14. December 31.
REVIEW.
GOLDEN T E X T — T h o u erownest the year with thy
goodness.— P s . 65:11.
LESSON I.—Daniel and Belshazzar.— Dan 5:17-30.
Central Truth: Whoever fails to recognize the
Divine Law must sooner or later have his kingdom
taken from him.
LESSON II —Daniel in the Lion's Den.—Dan

6:10-23.

Central Truth: The soul need not fear
animal part of its nature if it trusts in God.

the

LESSON HI.—Returning from Captivity.— Ezra 1:1-11.
Central Truth: The Children of Israel, or the
Wise Souls, gather treasures in the experiences ol
sense, and return with them to the Holy City within.
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LESSON IV.—Rebuilding the Temple.— Ezra 3:10-4:5.
Central Truth: Expressions of joy and thanksgiving are necessary to the proper building of the
perfect consciousness.
LESSON V.—Power

Through

God's

Spirit.— Zech.

4:1-10.

Central Truth: Spiritual power is attained through
recognizing God as the Source of all, and man His
obedient manifestation.
LESSON VI.—Esther Pleading for her People.—Esther
4:i°-5:3Central Truth: Fearless, unselfish Love opens
the way and dissolves all the tyranny and opposition
of ignorant Will.
LESSON

vir.—Ezra's Journey

to Jerusalem.—

Ezra

8:21-32.

Central Truth: Denial of sense appetite on both
the mental and physical planes opens the way for
influx of universal spiritual forces.
LESSON VIII.—Nehemiah's Prayer.—Neh.

1:1-11.

Central Truth: When in a state of spiritual bliss
pray earnestly, and redeem all shortcomings.
LESSON IX.—Abstinence for the Sake of Others.— I.
Cor. 10:23-33.
Central Truth: Though we submit to worldly
standards of right and wrong to avoid contention,
yet w e should continue to maintain our spiritual
integrity.
L E S S O N X.—Nehemiah Rebuilds the Walls of Jerusalem.
Neh. 4:7-20.
Central Truth: Strong, true thoughts build a
wall about the soul that protects it from the discord
without.
L E S S O N XI.—Reading and Obeying the Law.— Neh.
8:8-18.
Central Truth:

Sorrow and grief are weakening.
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Affirm joy and gladness, and grow strong. ' ' Neither
be ye grieved, for the joy df the Lord isyour strength.''
LESSON

XII.—Preparation for
3:1-12.

the Messiah. — Mai.

Central Truth: All the tithes must be brought
into the storehouse of the Lord before the full blessing is poured out upon us. So long as w e withhold
and claim as our own, anything, either mentally,
physically or materially, we shall fall short.

Lesson 1. (January 7.
THE SHEPHERDS FIND JESUS.—Luke 2:1-16.

1. Now it came to pass in those days, there went oat a
decree from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be enrolled.
2. This was the hrst enrollment made when Quirinius was
governor o! Syria.
3. And all went to enrol themselves, everyone to bis own city.
4! And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of
Nazareth, into Judaea, to the city of David, which is called
Bethlehem, because he was of the house and family of David;
5. To enroll him with Mary, who was bethrotbed to him,
being great with child.
6. And it came to pass, while they were there, the days were
fulfilled that she should be delivered.
And she brought forth her firstborn son; and she-wrapped
him in swaddling cloihes, and laid him in a manger, because
there was no room for them in the inn.
8 And there were shepherds in the same country abiding |
in the field, and keeping watch by night over their flock.
q. And an angel of the Lord stood by them, and the glory1
of the Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid.
10 And the angel said unto them, Be not afraid; for behold,,
I bring you good tidings of great joy which shall be to all thepeople:!
11. For there is born to you this day in the city of David a|
Saviour, who is Christ the Lord.
12. And this is the sign unto you; Ye shall find a baba
wrapped in swaddling clothes, and lying in a manger.
13 And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude olj
the heavenly host praising God, and saying,
14. Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace among
men in whom he is well pleased^
J
15 And it came to pass, when the angels went away fron*
them into heaven, the shepherds said one to another. Let us no*|
go even unto Bethlehem, and see this thing that is come to pass,|
which the Lord hath made known unto us
16. And they came with haste, and found both Mary and|
Joseph, and the babe lying in the manger.
)
GOLDEN T B X T — F o r there is born to you this da^
in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord^
— L u k e 2:11:
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Vigilance in watching ourflocks (thoughts) makes
; receptive to the spiritual side of existence. As
e shepherds in Oriental countries have a name for
'ery sheep, which is trained to come and go at comand, so we should be familiar with our thoughts,
id discipline them so thoroughly that they will be
>edient to us when we send forth our desire. This
miliarity with our mental realm leads to an acquaintice with the character, and gives one an opportuty to strengthen the weak points and repress the
[desirable tendencies. It thus clears up and harmizes the soul so that it is receptive to Divine
eas. A thought realm in constant turmoil and
srtal confusion cannot possibly receive a message
>m the spiritual realms of consciousness. The
mmand of the One Great Orderly Mind is, " B e
11 and know that I am God."
Order in one's life should also extend to affairs
thout; this is the decree of Caesar Augustus that
ill t h e world should be enrolled."
Joseph and Mary represent the Wisdom and
ive, which have been ideas in mind, but are now to
ng forth a manifestation in substance. The body
the earth, and the various towns and persons menned in connection represent the brain centres and
sir presiding geniuses. Galilee means to whirl,
it is, energy or life; Nazareth, despised, the sexual
itre; Judea, praise; David, love; Bethleham, house
bread (substance, or stomach centre).
It is thus seen that the birth of Christ is the •
ginning in the inner realms of consciousness of a
her set of faculties that, when grown to full
ture, save the whole man from ignorance and sin.
is a growth in man as tangible to those who reach
tain stages as is that of the child in the mother.
its beginnings it is a mere quickening nutter, right
ler the stomach with, quite often, unusual sensitness in the emotional nature. We do not in the
t stages of this process understand it, and somees are moved to put it away from us. This is the
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spiritual significance of the statement that Joseph
was merely " betrothed " to Mary, yet she was "great
with child." The soul is heavily charged with Divine
Life, and so full it cannot express itself intelligently,
because no union has yet taken place between it and
the understanding (Joseph).
" Swaddling clothes" are bands of cloth in which
it was customary to wrap young children like mummies, which represents the confinement to the limitations of the physical nature ("manger") of this first
emanation of Divine Life, " there being no room for
them in the inn " (outer consciousness).
The message of the angels to the shepherds are
those periodical outbursts of Divine illumination
which come to us, and we, for the time, know thai
something unusual is going on within, but we have
our duties in life to fulfill, and we return to oui
flocks (thoughts) "glorifying and praising God ioi
all the things that they had heard and seen."
Lesson 2. January 14.
THE WISE MEN FIND JESUS.—Matt. 2:1-12.
1. Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judaea in til
days of Herod the king, behold, wise men from the east came 0
Jerusalem,
2. Saying, Where is he that is born king of the Jews? fa
we saw his star in the east, and are come to worship him.
i And when Herod the king heard it, he was troubled, an(
all Jerusalem with him.
4 And gathering together all the chief priests and scril
of the people, he inquired of them where the Christ should
born.
5. And they said unto him, In Bethlehem of Judaea: for tin
it is written through the prophet,
6. And tbou Bethlehem, land of Judah, art in no wise 1'
among the princes of Judah: for out of thee shall come forth
governor, who shall be shepherd of my people Israel.
7. Then Herod privily called the wise men, and learned <
them carefully what time the star appeared.
8. And he sent them to Bethlehem, and said, Go and seard
out carefully concerning the young child; and when ye ha«
found him, bring me word, that I also may come and worship bin
g. And they, having heard the king, went their way; an
lo, the star, which they saw in the east, went before them, till i
came and stood over where the young child was.
10. And when they saw the star, they rejoiced with excea
ing great joy.
i t . And they came into the house and saw the youngchild wi|
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Mary his mother; and they fell down and worshipped him; and
opening their treasures they offered unto him gifts, gold and
frankincense and myrrh.
12. And being warned of God in a dream that they should
not return to Herod, they departed into their «wn country
another way.
G O L D E N TEXT — My

son, give

me thy heart.

Prov. 23:26.

In Scripture symbology " East" represents the
within. As here used the word in the original is
plural; the significance therefore is, that from the
regions of interior wisdom there come thoughts of
reverence for the Holy Life that had begun its growth
in the consciousness.
This attitude of reverence is an important feature
in developing the Christ-consciousness. Without it
the mind loses a certain necessary connection with the
higher realms of consciousness, and that central poise
of faith that gives a religious tenor to the process is
lacking. Therefore, holy devotion is a factor of vast
import in bringing forth the perfect Christ-child.
All causes are of the spiritual, even the forms of
matter are held in place by invisible thought-ideas,
rhought-forms are reflected into what may be termed
the astral, or star-dust realms. Thus the body of the
Christ-child in us is not yet projected into visibility,
but its thought-form exists as an image, or pattern, of
the comingjesus — the Star. This is perceived by the
inner wisdom, and is a guide to the locality in the
lerve centres where it is building, as described in the
previous lesson.
Herod, the ruling will of the physical, catches a
/ague feeling of this new power beginning to make
tself manifest at the heart, or Jerusalem Centre, and
le is troubled, and all that part of the consciousness
ilso. There is often a great stirring up of the solar
Plexus when the new birth sets in, and those who are
tot in the devotional frame of mind, and therefore
tut of touch with the informing wisdom, are liable to
hink that they have some disease. When you have
teen quickened of the Spirit you should count every
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experience as in some way connected with your
development on that plane of consciousness.
Those who live in the realm of conscious outward
thought alone have no concept of the many subtle
mental processes constantly going on in their souls
and bodies. Even those who are deep in thought
discipline are not always aware of the crafty, plotting
ambitions and many other phases of mentation working out their natures in the mind within. All that is
here described in this lesson might take place in the
subjective consciousness of a busy man or woman in
whom the Christ mind and body is beginning to be
active, and they would not outwardly recognize it
except as a vague unrest, or maybe nervous condition.
Thus Herod may be plotting subjectively to
destroy the young Christ-consciousness, which be
feels gradually usurping his rule, and his subtle
thoughts may rise to the surface in a feeling of
opposition to any change in existing conditions. If
we give up to this our hearts grow spiritually cold,
and the Christ-character does not come forth in
wisdom and stature, but is suppressed by the scribes,
pharisees, chief priests, and all those states of mind
that constitute the man without.
But the "good shepherd" is one who knows his
sheep, and they know his voice — every thought is
under discipline, and when the wise thoughts from
within bring their presents there is great rejoicing
and satisfaction in consciousness.
The presents which the wise men bring are symbolical of the inner resources open to the Christchild. They may be the stored-up good deeds and
thoughts of previous incarnations, which this wisdom
within carefully guards and gives to the soul as an
inheritance when it arrives at mature age. Nothing
is ever lost in the Divine economy, and although man
may seem to fail in bringing forth to perfection the
Christ-child in his life, there is no cause for discouragement— those who fall asleep in Jesus shall
receive their inheritance, and again awake in his
likeness.
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ITEMS FROM EVERYWHERE.
BY THE EDITOR.

This issue of UNITY is charged with healing virtue.
It carries conviction and spiritual power to whoever
reads it, whether they have faith or not.
Prosperity has long been proclaimed by this
Centre, and it is now being realized. We are reaping what we have sown in words, and the crop is
abundant. There has never been lack or worry
about finances, but we have had times when we could
have used greater resources to advantage — from our
standpoint. It may be that we had not acquired
either the ability or power for the riches of God.
Now both are coming to us in Divine Order, and we
greatly rejoice and thank our many friends for their
generosity.
Men think they have money of their own, but it
all belongs primarially to God, and in the world in
its right relation it is the property of all men. Hence
you are handling God's, money, and will be commended by the Great Landlord according to your
selfish or unselfish use of His bounty.
Every dollar that is contributed to this Cause
comes from the One Great Source of Riches, and
when it reaches our hands we thank Him, and, under
instructions, proclaim that it shall in its producing
idea, still in the hands of the donor, have greatly
increased power. The ultimate of this is that what
you give us is not given at all, but put through a
process of multiplication.
When you send us money, (and, remember to do
so only when it is your loving desire and generous
free-will), always think of the Real, or Idea of Supply,
remaining with you. What you give out is but an
emanation of that perpetually producing image, and
it will multiply in your hands more rapidly if you
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put it to work in the right way. " There is that that
scattereth, and yet increaseth."

Some of you will receive two copies of this month's
with the Red Sheet. We have gone through
our list and selected those who are spiritually alive,
and we want you to send the extra copy to some
friend in need. If you can use more than one copy,
send to the publishing department for them at the
rate of three for 25 cents.
This Red Sheet has been present at the Silent
Unity meetings, both open and closed sessions, for
the last fifteen days, and carries not only the statement of Truth, but also a great substance radiation
that connects it with our Centre, and through us
with Divine Mind.
These healing sheets are not necessary to those
who are in the realization of the Divine Presence,
but for the isolated ones — those who are not where
they can, for one cause or another, reach the Holy
Spirit and feel its presence.
This Divine Presence is open to the outer realms
of consciousness when peace prevails in thought.
Our healing rooms are so charged with this Presence
that those who sit in the waiting room often feel the
vibrations like a battery. Quite often where there
are many waiting those who are familiar with the
Law quietly sit and get a treatment, put their offering
in the basket, and go away without seeing the personal healer. It is the Spirit that does the work and
not personality.
UNITY,

It was with real joy I saw and read the " test" sheet. ) had
been quite ill, and seemed to have little strength. It was about
5:00 p. M. I received UNITY. I cut out the " test" sheet, almost
immediately (did not wait until 9.00 p. M.) placed myself
comfortably on the couch, and amidst the chatter of children and
mother's replies, clasped it and made the affirmation, and I could
make every word my very own, I soon felt a thrill through my
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whole body, especially the part which seemed weakened. The
next morning I was much better, and I have continued to gain.
Some days, of course, I do not feel as well as others, but the gain
is sure. With few exceptions I have felt the thrill when making
the affirmation. Besides the physical gain it seems to elevate,
purify and bring wholeness (holiness) to the soul. I still use
the affirmation every day.
— E. L. F.
In accord with your kindly request that we report at the end
of the month, I am writing this. I feel that I cannot begin to tell
you the benefit I derived from the treated sheet. While holding
it my hands became very warm, and it seemed as though I became
suddenly connected with a great fountain of warmth and life, and
was receiving from it a great supply of life and strength. There
seemed to be a clearing up of clouds and shadows, and a greater
realization of the Divine within. I can truly say that if every
one who tested its efficacy received the blessing that I did, its
value cannot be estimated. I shall never cease to be thankful
that I have united with the dear Unity people. I shall never
depart from them on the glorious highway in which they are
travelling. Wishing you all happiness and prosperity, I am most
sincerely a sister in this beautiful Way.
— B. B.
The red paper is truly a healing power. One treatment
cured continued cold feet and weakness of the heart. It is surely
a success. And will you send me a few more of the healing
sheets.
— L . N. G.
You are never conquered until you think you are.
The moment you believe yourself to be conquered
you are conquered, even though success is within your
grasp; all of which means that no person and no
power can conquer a man; that he is only conquered
when he conquers himself.
Strange is it not that
one's own destiny should lie in his own hands, and
that no outside power can cheat him out of it?
—Freedom.
H e who knows that power is in the soul, that he
is weak only because he has looked for good out of
him and elsewhere, and so perceiving throws himself
unhesitatingly on his thought, instantly rights himself, stands in the erect position, commands his
limbs, works miracles; just as a man who stands on
his feet is stronger than a man who stands on his
head.—EMERSON.
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REPORTS OF THE WORK IN KANSAS CITY.
[That UNITY readers may know somewhat of the character
of the teaching in our local meetings, the following stenographic
reports are printed. These are not complete reports, but of the
most salient points, according to the judgment of the reporter,
Miss Millie Chandler.]

Monday Evening Healing Meeting. Held at
Unity Headquarters, 913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City,
Mo. Prof. LeRoy Moore, leader.
Silent Thought: "The Spirit of Christ is now
working within me, and cleanses and purifies my body,"
" I , the Lord thy God, healeth thee." Understanding the Lord to be the Law back of all life, all
intelligence, all things in existence, and realizing
that as a truth, we demonstrate according to our
knowledge of that Law.
You remember Brother Northrup spoke the other
day about getting in touch with the Universal. Now,
this is what he meant: Just as soon as we can get
in touch with this great Law of health and happiness
we are enabled to demonstrate these things. It is
the natural result of a natural law. It is not anything supernatural.
It is just in accordance with
God's natural Law. God is all there is to this great
Law of Spirit.
Now in our perfectness with that Law, we are not
to stop simply with healing. The command in the
Law of God is to " c o m e up higher," come up into
the consciousness of your Being, of your birthright,
that which belongs to you as an individual. The
law of supply, the law of peace, the law of harmony,
are nothing more than the expression of this natural
law. The soul that lives in God, and truly trusts
God, lives upon that plane where he realizes his
at-one-ment to all things, which is Spirit.
Now, the formulation of thoughts, of ideas, have
a purpose. Teachers have taught us bow we could
control and become poised in the Truth that we are
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seeking; how to become centered in thought until
we had perfect command of ourselves, perfect command of the Law we are talking about. We make
denials and affirmations, but we must get beyond
these. We must get into oneness with the Absolute,
and we get that in the silence. The sooner we can
let go our thought forces the better. God and His
angels are working in every way to assist our endeavor.
If we want love, we must love the things God has
created. We can not divide our love up into portions.
We must love the animals, we must love the flowers.
There is beauty in everything in existence, and we
find that beauty when we get close to God.
I feel that the best work we are to do here, is in prefect harmonious stillness — the silence. When we
can come here, and leave everything that pertains to
our daily affairs, come here with our hearts warm with
love, peace and harmony for all mankind, then is
when we bring all things to the altar of the Father,
and let me tell you, it is when we bring our loveoffering that we get the most. Now then, the point
is here: To abide in that perfect confidence and
trust in the Father, and not waver from that attitude
of mind. Sometimes the waves roll high, sometimes
things look dark, then we must turn our eyes away
from the seeming to the reality, and then we find
this power manifesting through us.
Every promise is manifested in this Law. Man
should be still, and know that all things are here for
his good, not only a realization of perfection in the
body, but everything that you know is for your
welfare will be found in the silence with God.
It is not a question of how you and I please the
world or those around us in our immediate neighborhood; it is not a question as to whether we are
living in accordance with their ideas. The question
should be, How am I pleasing my Father? Am I
pleasing in the eyes of God? So I say to you, we
want to weigh this question well; we want to weigh
this principle well; we want to keep our minds
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steadfast to the Truth we do know, and by so doiog
we will find that that little Truth or much Truth will
guide us into all Truth. It is not a question of
where we wark or where we assemble; it is whether
we enter into this consciousness, whether we are
working in harmony with this Law, and the most
practical suggestion that I can give expression to in
this line of work is for you to get hold of yourself,
and find that there is a place where you can be absolutely still, and where you can get in touch with all
things, and then be still and let it come forth in its
own way.
I feel that we have a great work to do here — a
glorious work. Our work is growing right along in
this Unity Society, and our work is better every day.
This is simply because we are working in harmony;
we are working in love; we are working according
to the teaching of Jesus Christ and of perfect health,
peace and happiness. And that is why the work is
being carried on as successfully as it is. But I do
not think it is the thing to do to talk about it. Tbe
thing to do is to keep our minds in harmony and
peace with God, and with God's universe of love.
We can help each other by being in harmony with
everything that is to the honor and glory of God.
Mrs. Marion Drake: "If thine eye be single thy
whole body shall be full of light," for God is Light,
"The Light that lighteth every man that cometh
into the world." "The light that shineth in the
darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not."
Dear ones, if you are alone with the Light of tbe
Spirit, your darkness has disappeared, for the Light
dispels the shadows. No darkness can abide in this
wonderful, glorious Light.
Learn to be still. Many times in Chicago, on the
street cars, I have been in that stillness, knowing not
what was going on around me. And in that deep
realization of the stillness without the formulated
word, I have realized for myself and others blessings.
I have realized that I am heir and joint heir to the
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Kingdom of God. And where do you look for that
Kingdom? Not far, far away. It is within you.
" It cometh not with observation." "Seek and j e
shall find." Renew your mind; become spiritually
minded; come into this blessed Truth that will make
you free. Be still in the consciousness that you are
one with the Father — with that Spirit of God who is
our healer, our helper in every time of need. Be
still, dear heart. Be still and know that infinite
Love sustains you; Infinite Power protects you. Be
still and know. Be still, and the Spirit of Peace
shall calm the troubled waters. Peace, that peace
that the world knoweth not.
"God is Love," and that Love surrounds only
those who come into this wonderful realization, and
can know that God is their helper in these times of
need. Let us learn to center ourselves in this Great
Universal Center. Talk with God — the God of
Love, and that talk comes forth in the silence, as
these beautiful flowers have manifested in the silence.
The spoken word in the invisible, and then we have
the visible. Speak the word, and your word will
take form, because you are in the same mind that
dwelt in Christ Jesus. "My words, they are Spirit
and Life to all that find them."
Judge H. H. Benson: When we come into a
realization of the song we have just been singing, we
are in the Kingdom of heaven. The Kingdom of
peace is the Kingdom of heaven. "Peace like a
river." How often we speak this word to those we
are treating. Peace, peace like a river. With the
speaking of that word sometimes a fever is gone
which appeared. The cooling waters of peace bring
surcease from pain. Let us for a moment go into
the silence, and each one realize for himself or
herself, "I am that peace which flows like a river."
The statement which I kept making last Monday
night has grown deeper in my consciousness that,
" In quietness and confidence shall my strength
be "— in stillness. There are very few people who
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know how to be still. When once we have learned
to be perfectly still, we have learned one of the most
valuable lessons. When we have learned to shut the
door against everything external, and come into the
consciousness that we enter that formless, waveless
realm of the Absolute — of the Universal, then is
when we get power.
We have a holy ambition to make this one of the
greatest healing Centers in the world, and we can do
that if we go deeper every day, if we come more and
more into the consciousness of our own power.
Do you want to realize in your own body health,
success and happiness? Go to treating somebody
else. Every person has power if he only becomes
.conscious of it. So we tell people, one of the first
things to do is to forget your body. Be so anxious
to help someone else that you forget yourself, and
after awhile, if you come into this silence so that you
realize it, you can heal, and will heal wherever you go.
There is a beautiful influence here tonight, and
there is not a person in this room who will not go
away from this place better and stronger for having
come. "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit
with me in my throne." Yes, we shall be enthroned.
We shall have power over the nations — over all the
nations of limitation about us.
T. G. Northrup, President World's New Thought
Federation, K. P. Hall, Kansas City, Kas.
Friends and Co-workers: It is a happy surprise
to be iu Kansas City today. When I left home I
expected to spend four days in Nevada, and to leave
Kansas City last evening, but I was delayed.
This is the third Convention I have attended,
and to my mind, we are just getting into the spirit
of federative work. Federation means bringing the
different views down to one point — bringing out
the best, and in order to do that we have to look
well to ourselves; we have to be honest with ourselves, because if we are bringing the best we can not
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bring personality — something back and behind all
that is the best of us. And so at Nevada everybody
came and put their best on the altar for federative
work, and. to bring out something to take home with
them. Each one went out with a new power. We
will never know the good resulting from the last few
days. This is new and is federative work in a small
degree, but each of you have something to bring in,
something to add to the work. This little organization of itself is nothing. It is simply what its
members can bring and put into it. Now, if you
put your best into it, the organization will grow, and
you will grow.
Now, go home and begin with yourself; be honest
with yourself; look yourself over and see what there
is for you to do to bring your best into this work.
If you have criticism for some of your members, do
not bring that, leave that out entirely. If it is a
little temper, leave that also. Bring only the best.
So much for the Convention.
Now the practical side of this question is what
interests people. We want something we can use
in our business; something we can use in our homes;
something we can use in our lives.
If it does not meet your want as a religion; if it
does not meet your wants as to health; if it does not
meet your needs in regard to business, it does
not meet the requirements. I stand before you to
say, it meets all these conditions when we understand how to make the application. If it is health,
we must meet the condition; if it is happiness, we
must meet the conditions which will make our homes
happy; if we want to use it in our business, we must
make the application to the' Law of Finance. There
is no uncertainty about anything when we apply
the Principle. We must apply the Law. We
always get returns according to the Law we apply.
If we violate Law in the state of Kansas, we are
subject to the penalty attached to that Law; if we
violate the Law of Health, we must take the returns
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of that violation; and every time we violate the Law
of Finance, we must take the returns.
Every time you say, " I can not afford it," you
violate the Law of Finance. I am talking to you
what I know. If any of you ladies want a new hat,
and you hold the thought, " I can not afford to have
that," you are violating the Law of Finance, and if
you continue to doubt, you will not get the hat.
Now this is a small thing, but life is made up of small
things, and when you understand what you are, when
you know yourself master of the situation, when you
understand how to come in touch with Source, when
you understand how to use the Law, everything is
at your command.
Now you have money in the bank; it is yours;
but there are certain conditions you have to comply
with before you can get it. You must properly draw
up a check. You have in the Universal all that you
are willing to meet the conditions for. Draw your
check correctly and there is absolutely no failure.
If one of you ladies want $5.00 by next Saturday,
and you do not see how you are to get it, all that is
necessary is to comply with the Law of Finance.
We talk about healing, that is good; everybody
ought to have good health, but we ought also to
have money. Is there anything today that causes
so much sorrow and trouble as seeming lack of
money? Is their anything more grinding than the
lack, to one's consciousness, of money? If the Lord,
or this Infinite Spirit, has provided a way that we
can meet all these requirements on this plane, is
there any reason why we should not understand it ?
Not at all. There is no lack anywhere. Everything
has been done for man and woman that can possible
be done; it is only for you and I to do our part and
then everything is provided.
You see, if we want to be happy, we must meet
the condition; if we want to be well and strong, we
must meet the condition. Lots of people are trying
to demonstrate along these lines. They say, "Yes,
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I almost got my hands on that, but it just slipped
away." You see you must be exact. They were not
exact enough in meeting the conditions. We mus
have exactness and then it is a certainty.
Now, if any of you ladies want $5.00, I want you
to have just $5.00 worth of faith in this Truth. If
you only have $1.00 worth, you can not get the
$5.00. Go into the Silence by yourself, away from
everybody, and sit in it until you can realize that
you are in touch with the Universal. You may do
this in two minutes, or it may take half an honr; then
speak these words: " Let five dollars come into manifestation by Saturday night."
You must be exact in your time. After you have
come out of the Silence, accept that as final—finished.
You have come in touch with the Universal and God
has spoken through you. The Power that said,
"Let there be light, and there was light," has spoken
through you. Now do not speak that a second time,
for then there would be doubt. I would like to have
some of the ladies try that and let me know the
result, at 218 LaSalle Street, Chicago, because this
is a Law; and now understand me, / want you to
accept it as final after you have spoken the word.
Consider it settled. Take the same attitude toward
the Universal that you would toward Prof. Moore
here, if he had promised this to you, then there is no
question to the result.
This Law of Finance changes the whole question
of business life. Man in the past has had to worry
over his business affairs — take them home with him
and worry and study over them all night. He was
afraid that something was going to get out of the
way. Now the man who understands the Law of
Finance gives the proper time to business that he
should while at the office, then when he goes home
he dismisses business affairs from his mind, and in
the morning he takes them up again, and if any
problem comes up, he knows he is equal to the
emergency. Sometimes something will come up a
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thousand miles away to require his attention. Does
he have to get on the train and go there? N o . He
sits right down there in his office and gets in touch
with this Universal P o w er and settles the business
right there. H e may get a telegram or letter the
next morning.
A business man today who is not equipped with
this knowledge can not compete with the man who
is. It not only regulates our health, and touches
the home life, but there is no requirement it does not
meet, and the whole thing is simply in getting mastery
of yourself. In building, build God qualities. Do
not build from error, for error will not bring satisfactory results.
I have given a little attention to this work in
Chicago from the practical side, the " d o l l a r s i d e "
of it. In a city like Chicago, and this as well, there
are many people out of employment, both ladies a n d
gentlemen. Now does this meet that r e q u i r e m e n t ?
Certainly.
Can those out of e m p l o y m e n t g e t
employment by use of this L a w ? W h y , c e r t a i n l y .
If you are out of employment and want it, there is a
demand. T h e r e is never a demand without a s u p p l y .
T h e r e is someone, somewhere, who w a n t s you.
It
is simply wonderful!
W h y , we get a lady or a
gentleman a position in a day or two. If a y o u n g
man wants a better position than where he is, t h i s
L a w will help him. H e must look himself over a n d
see if he is equipped to fill this better p o s i t i o n ,
and if not, go to work and equip himself, and just a s
soon as he is satisfied that he is equipped, then l e t
him speak the word — the position is open for h i m .
You and I can get in touch with the U n i v e r s a l
Power at any time. T h e Power is there for o u r
d e m a n d , no matter where we are, on the street or i n
our home. W e can connect ourselves with P o w e r
at any time.
Now you and I are building today what is g o i n g
to be our world tomorrow or next day. W e a r e
building all the time. W e are building s o m e t h i n g ,
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and whatever that something is, you will have to
meet. The opportunity is offered whereby we can
get an understanding of ourselves, understanding of
Truth so that we are masters of the situation, that
we have dominion. W e are doing now that which
we want to do most. Some one will say, " N o , I
would do differently if I could." Well, why do
you not do that? " O h , well, because." Ah, there
is the because, and you have given the reason why
you do not. Whatever you wish most to do, that
you do, and you are doing it all the time, and if your
circumstances are not what you like, change what
you are doing. If you want to help the body, just
go to work and change the conditions, meet the
conditions that are necessary for this. If you want
money, comply with the conditions and you can not
keep the dollars away.
Ninety-nine per cent of the business men fail
because they violate the Law, and that takes the
money away from them. If you comply and meet
the conditions, money is showered upon you, and
you can not help it. It will bring returns.
If you spend a penny or dollar grudgingly, you
better not, for you are doing your utmost never to
see another dollar. Give it forth. Let it go. Use
it wisely and with judgment, but give it forth freely.
W h e n you want a hat, you must want the hat more
than the dollar. Get the hat and be happy in it, and
do not think about the dollar.
Wednesday Afternoon Meeting. Held at Unity
Headquarters, 913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Cora Thomas, leader. Subject: "Prosperity."
Silent Thought: "I clothe myself safely round with
Infinite Love and Wisdom. "
Our subject is to be Prosperity, and it seems,
in looking for a Bible lesson, I have found a perfect
definition: " Be ye therefore perfect, as your Father in
heaven is perfect "
Reading of the sixth chapter of Matthew. ^
D,Bi,,zedbyG.OOgle
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To me this idea of prosperity is the Christ idea
of perfection, the idea of Christ within; and true
prosperity is that ability in ourselves to keep our
eye " s i n g l e " a n d see the perfect in everybody. I
want each one of you to take this up, and tell what
it means to you, tell us something of your successes.
Now, I will just mention some points that may help
you in discussing the subject. If we had all attained
this Christ-consciousness, our manifestation would
be perfect. But why these seeming failures? W h e n
we work in harmony with the Law, it works all
right; but there are times of apparent failure. Let
us get at the cause of this, for there must be some
definite reason. Who will help us to find it?
Mrs. Martha Heller: I could not come to the
meeting last week, and was very much disappointed.
I had taken sudden chills. I was worse on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and so called up Mrs.
Croft. I tried to help her hold the thought,
"/am
that I am, and beside tne there is none other." T h e n I
took up UNITY, and read "Limitless Man," and in
five minutes I got up and went down and sat in the
yard. Limitless Man is the word we want here toda y
to demonstrate prosperity.
Mrs. W . G. Haseltine: Our leader said, " S e e k
ye first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness,
and all these things will be added unto you." J e s u s ,
the perfect one, our greatest teacher, said, " S e e k
and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened u n t o
you." He also said, " T h e kingdom of heaven i s
likened unto a mustard seed." W e have s e a r c h e d
for it and talked about it and said how wonderful
it was, and, finally, we found it. It was only a s
large as a mustard seed. Seemingly so tiny to o u r
consciousness we plant that seed, and it grows u n t i l
it fills the whole earth. Our leader spoke of f a i l u r e s .
I tell you, friends, there is no such thing as f a i l u r e s
in God's kingdom, but in that kingdom we may find
is a shadow when the S U N goes under a c l o u d .
When the little seed is planted in the earth, it m u s *
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go down before it comes up; and so it is with us, we
seem to have times when we go down and down, but
We also grow taller and taller. The trees grow tall
and high so the birds can build in their branches.
The stronger we grow, the deeper we must go down
into Being. •
Mrs. Jennie H. Croft: I think I will take the
same text, "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness (right living) and all these things
shall be added unto you." We just sung:
"Firm-resting in the Lord
I wait His sov'reign will,
I hear His tender word,
And calmly trust Him still."

Now, here is the secret — not to doubt, no matter
what comes to us. We must know and declare that
this prosperity is ours. The noon statement
that Unity people are holding is, "I am prosperous; I
always succeed.'" Now, from a limited standpoint this
may not seem true, but when we speak from the
Christ-consciousness, then it is absolutely true.
Let us be true to Truth; true to Principle; true to
ourselves, and from Truth's standpoint we say: I
am prosperous; I am conqueror, today the same as
yesterday. Stand on your own feet. What another
may or may not do is nothing to you. We must not
blame another for our failures to manifest plenty.
It may seem that another's action deprives us of
opportunity to become to a certain degree prosperous, but the fault is entirely within ourselves
that these things occur. We must deal with
ourselves and not with anyone else. If our mental
attitude is right, then right conditions are ours. All
that the Father hath is yours. If you have friends,
if you have means, if you have position, take it as
coming through the Christ-channels. Then, let us
pour out our love. Let us make our taith strong.
Let us know that prosperity and the true manifestation of prosperity is our birth-right. In the
quietness of this consciousness we go on, and
assurance is manifest to us in prosperity.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
BY JENNIE H. CROKT.
197.
our sins?

In what degree or sense did Christ take upon himself
— M R S . H. W.

There is a law which is fundamental and changeless— the law of cause and effect. Applied to man
and his conduct, this law is given in these words,
"As a man sows so shall he reap." The effect of any
action must be borne by the one performing the act,
and cannot be imposed upon or taken by another.
Some other may suffer the penalty of a wrong deed,
so far as outward punishment goes, but the effect
upon the soul-consciousness must be borne by the
actor himself. Jesus, then, could not take and suffer
for the sins of each individual, only in the sense of
being tempted in like manner as we are that he
might show us the way of escape. Jesus was a man
with whom was the same possibility to sin that is
common to all men, and in this way he bore our sins
in his own body until be came to the place in bis conscious unfoldment where the ideas of the human, or
material life, met the divine, or spiritual, and was
put aside, or crossed out (crucined), and the real
life, the soul-life, entered upon. Through the conscious recognition of his relation to the Father, and
the inherent divine force dwelling within him, was be
able to redeem himself from all possibility of sin, and
taught by his life that what he could do, everyone
could do, and in this way was he the Saviour of the
world, and insomuch as we help a brother to see the
Life, the Truth, the Way, do we become Saviours also.
198. (or) What is meant in Matthew 1028, "Fear him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell"?
(b) What does St. Paul mean by, -'' Spiritual wickedness in
high places"?
(c) Also Acts 1:11, "This same Jesus shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go into heaven." Will this literally
be fulfilled?
—A. D.

(a) Anything which causes inharmony in body
and soul is to be avoided, for it destroys peace so
long as it abides, with us.
°
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(i>) It is selfishness which creeps into the hearts
of even the spiritually minded, and can only be
eliminated when they become poised in the perfection
of the Spirit.
(c) Each individual passes through every
experience which Jesus Christ did, and ascends into
the harmony (heaven) of peace after gaining the
mastery of life. Having attained this exalted state
he comes again into the relations of practical life
and judges between the false and the true, choosing
the good and pure, and rejecting the false. We do
not look for the literal coming of the same man
Jesus into the world.
198. (a) Is there any way you can treat another for high
and unreasonable temper, who pouts and will not speak until the
spell is broken, be it one or six weeks, making everyone around
more or less miserable?
(A) Is fasting as an aid to health in line with N e w Thought?
(c) Is there any mention in the Bible where Jesus baptized
anyone?
(d) Can one belong to protestant churches and practice N e w
Thought, or is it best to " c u t loose " entirely?
A. C.

(a) Deny that there is such a thing as an ugly,
ungovernable temper, and affirm that this one is filled
with love and wisdom which are seeking their full
expression through him. Pay no attention to these
spells, but seek opportunities to be kind and serve
him and love him with a changeless love which sees
only the good, and is its own reward.
(6) Yes, fasting is in line with New Thought as
an aid to health of both mind and body. But, to get
the best results, there must be temperance in fasting
as well as in partaking of food. The body must be
so well trained and cared for that we are never
reminded of its possession by the pangs of hunger or
the pains of excess. The brain is then in good working order, not hampered by physical demands.
(r) No, there is no record of Jesus baptizing
anyone, but in John 4:2 we read, " Jesus himself
baptized not, but his disciples."
(</) It is possible to belong to orthodox churches
and practice New Thought, but if one is faithful in
following the practice, he will soon find that the
teachings of the church fail to satisfy him, and
sooner or later he has to " c u t loose."
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D e c e m b e r 20th, 1905, to January 20th, 1906.
(Held daily at 9:00 p. M.)

T h e promise of Jesus Christ, "Ye shall receive POWER, w h e n the Holy Ghost is c o m e
vipon you," is now fulfilled i n m e .
Prosperity Thought.
(Held daily at 12 M.)

o

"Ask whatsoever ye will in m y n & m e a.nd
it s h a l l be done vinto you.'99

c
o

Inspired by the Spirit of Truth.
It is found that when many people hold the same thought
there is unity, though they may be separated by thousands of
miles, and that all who are connected with that unity are in
touch with higher spiritual states, even Jesus Christ.
So there has gradually grown up this Society of Silent Unity,
in which thousands in all parts of the world join every night at
9:00 o'clock, in thinking for a few moments one thought, which-is
given each month in the magazine UNITY. This we call the
"Class Thought," and every member is expected to hold it
at least five minutes at the beginning of the silence, in order to
make the unity connection; after which, "Ask what ye will in my
name, and it shall be done unto you."
Certificates of membership are issued without charge to
those who make personal written application for them. To meet
expenses, we ask members to send us free-will offerings, as no
charge is made for any service we render.
This society has been in existence about fifteen years, and
has over 11,000 registered members. Through its ministry
thousands have been healed mentally and physically, and its
power grows stronger day by day. The silent hour is 9:00 p. M.,
your local time. Geographical difference in time' is not a factor
in spiritual unity.
Beginners usually have a great many questions to ask, and
they require a course of lessons and reading. To such we recommend the "Lessons in Truth," by H. Emilie Cady; paper, 50c.
UNITY is published monthly, and contains a large amount of
instruction. The price of it is $1.00 per year. Where members
take UNITY and the "Cady Lessons" together, we make a rate of
$1.35 for both.
The simple written request to be enrolled a member of the
Silent Unity Society is all that is required to join with us.
Special Notice — If for any reason, members cannot observe
the Silence at the regular hour, they should notify us what hour
they can observe, and we will arrange it satisfactorily.
Address, SOCIETY OF SILENT UNITY,

913 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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Application for Treatment.
The Society of Silent Unity is the Twentieth
fulfillment of the promise of Jesus Christ:

Century

•'Again I say unto you, That if two of you shaU agree on
earth as touching any thing that they shall ask, it shaU be
done for them of my Father which is in heaven. For where
wo or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in
the midst of them.— Matt. 18:19,20.
To

THE SOCIETY OF SILENT UNITY,
913 TRACY AVENUE, KANSAS CITY, M O .

DEAR F R I E N D S — I desire your spiritual assistance

in demonstrating the points mentioned in my letter
enclosed herewith.
NAME
STREET
TOWN_
STATE

Notice to Applicants We can help you in matters pertaining
to health finances, spiritual understanding, and, in fact, everything that is desirable and for your highest good. "Ask
whatsoever ye will in my name and it shall be done unto you,"
covers every human need. We put no limit upon the power of
the Holy Spirit, through which the work is done. Write us
freely just what you most desire. All correspondence is strictly
confidential.
. . . .
TI
If this is your first application, please say so. If you are
already on our list for treatment, please mention it when you
renew your application, which should be done every 30 days.
Before writing please read instructions and suggestions
under head of "Society of Silent Unity," on the preceeding page.
If you ask help for another person, be sure and mention
6
If you desire membership in the Society, a written request to
be enrolled is all that is required.
There is no specific charge for membership or treatments.
Our expenses are met by the free-will-offerings of those who ask
our assistance.

S o c i e t y of S i l e n t U n i t y ,
913 Traoy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

ogle

__
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C H A R L E S F I L L M O R E , Editor
M Y R T L E F I L L M O R E , Associate Editor.
J E N N I E H . C R O F T , Assistant Editor.
C H A R L E S E D G A R P R A T H E R , Business Manager.
Entered in the postoffice at Kansas City, Mo., as second-class matter.
Published on the 15th of every month by

UNITY TRACT SOCIETY.

Kansas City. A\o.

Publishers' Department.
TO
UNITY
The date when your subscripti e
S U B
S C R I B E R wS .
™ *&r"}*on
thepinklabel
u u v
» " ' " »
'
with your address. At the end
of your year, as a special reminder, we enclose a loose subscription blank in the last UNITY due you, which you will please use in
remitting. We do not discontinue at expiration of subscription.
If you want your magazine stopped, notify us.
T e r m s of S u b s c r i p t i o n . Per year, $1.00; six months
50 cents; three months trial (including WBB WISDOM), 15 cents.
To foreign countries, $1.25 per year.
SPECIAL TERMS.
Two new yearly subscriptions aDd one
renewal, or three new yearly subscriptions, sent at one time, $2.00
One three years' subscription to one name for $2.00, if paid
fully in advance; you must be paid up to date before you can get
benefit of this rate.
One five years' subscription to one name for $3.00 on same
conditions. If you are in arrears even a month, you must enclose
enough to pay your subscription to date before this rate can apply.
Under above terms we cannot send UNITY to a friend and
credit your subscription for two years for $2.00, ourobject being to
enable you to send UNiTYa year to two friends for the price of one.
Hereafter we shall enclose receipts for subscriptions in an
extra copy of UNITY, which is sent to you complimentary,
trusting that you will hand or mail it to someone who needs the
Truth.
The Temple of Truth in Washington, D. C„ has recently
moved into larger and better quarters at 1228 16th St., N. W
where classes and other regular work will be carried on.
As a Christmas present, a year's subscription to a helpful
periodical is the most profitable of all presents. UNITY will go
to your friend twelve times for $1.00, and WKK WISDOM will
make the same number of trips for 50 cents.
There has been such a demand for June number of UNITY
containing the Auxiliary Lesson by Mr. Fillmore on Practical
Christianity compared with other phases of the New Thought,
that we have issued it in pamphlet form. 5 cents a copy; 25
cents per dozen.
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WORK IN SCIENCE OF BEING.

Earnest activity marks the work of the Church of the New
Thought (according to the Science of Being) in Chicago, this
season.
Faithful and excellent attendance at all the sessions of the
course of preparatory addresses given by Mrs. Anna B. Goddard,
evidenced a deep desire to learn.
The simple, practical
exposition of the Science of Being proved to be just what is
needed for beginners in this study. It was made clear to the
students that in order to succeed in the undertaking of acquiring
knowledge of this scientific presentation, and of living by it, one
must needs be a student. This does not mean necessarily, a
reader of books. It is rather, to be a thinker, to think as much
as he reads, or more. And all this effort is but leading up to the
endeavor to live every day according to what has been learned
by study.
Following this preparatory study, regular class work is
proceeding. Under the direction of Mrs. Augusta Boulter, the
Basic Course is being heard by a number of very interested
persons.
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Leake conducts the work of the Genesis
course, a very instructive series of lessons.
Ministration meetings are exceedingly helpful to those who
desire personal consideration of any difficulties.
Classes are organizing for studying the text-book of the
Science of Being, " The Builder and the Plan."
Sincere interest and practical benefit are found resulting
from the meetings of the different branches of the Exodus Society
for Fellowship and Service.
A fully equipped kindergarten takes good care of the little
children of our Sunday School. The senior classes of the Sunday
School are doing most excellent work. Full and regular attendance give good opportunity for thorough study. Every one of
our corps of teachers is engaged in this Sunday School work,
and gives noble service therein. General service follows class
work, and this has been maiked by a wonderfully uplifting
influence.
While much might be said of the accomplishment in class
and social circle, quiet thankfulness for all our blessings is
voiced in our midst, and kindly thought is extended to all brethren.
— E. C. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Haddock, 703 South Fayette Street,
Saganaw, W. S., Mich., report that tbey have opened at their
bouse headquarters for the teaching of Truth. They were to
begin meetings Sunday, November 26th. They will call themselves the Unity Society of Practical Christianity of Saganaw.
They will also do both present and absent healing. We are glad
to announce this move on the part of these devoted workers.
Mr. Haddock visited us last summer, and we find him in
understanding, and with a large realization of the healing power
of the Spirit.
Frank Lang, Tallmadge, Ohio, writes: "I am an engineer,
pump runner, pipe fitter and fireman, in fact, can do all the work
of a bandy-man I want a position with New Thought people in
or near Kansas City."
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THE DIVINE TRUTH HOME OF KANSAS.
Vivia Holt Leeman, who for a number of years conducted
this Home of Truth at Holton, Kansas, has been called apart to
assist her husband in his Spiritual preparation to join her in the
Truth work, l'hey are now at tneir Colorado ranch at Granada
but expect to spend the winter in some quiet spot in California'.
Then, as soon as the "Spirit calls," return to the Truth work
with renewed power. Mr. and Mrs. Leeman will not return to
Holton, however, but locate a home in some larger place.
The work at Holton is being kept up by local members, and
all "Home" reading room literature may be kept in circulation
at this center by addressing it to Mrs. Nellie Knopf, Holton,
Kansas.
The following report was read at Mrs. Leeman's farewell
service: "Since this Home was dedicated to the service of
Christ the Truth, 170 sermons have been preached; 150 Bible
study services; 500 demonstration meetings; 875 patients have
been individually treated from the Home; 140 given class
instruction in the Science of Truth; 2,000 booklets and tracts
distributed; over that number of magazines have been placed in
the hands of Truth seekers; 300 books have been sold, while the
Home has had a circulating library of fifty volumes. This work
has bean conducted on the free-will offering plan, all being done
in the Spirit of Divine Love."
THE WORK IN TOPEKA.
We are gaining great strength through the Radium Circle,
and I must not forget to tell you that Dr. Sullivan's lecture was
the beginning of an evening class, which promises to be quite as
necessary and as helpful as the afternoon class. There were
twenty-four present at the first meeting. Mr. Harry Whittelsey
was elected leader; Mrs. Lucia O. Case, vice-leader, and Mrs.
Eunice Curtis, secretary. Helpful talks were made by Mr!
Whittelsey, Mrs. Judge Nellis, Mrs. Case, Judge Arnold and
others. The evening class will meet with Mrs. Rosa P. Morrison
311 North 7th Street, Friday evening of each week. Our afternoon class has been changed to Wednesday, so we are now all
meeting at the same time.
—LIDA H. HARDY,
1731 Lane Street, Topeka, Kan.
Eternal Progress, edited by Christian D. Larson, of Cincinnati, which intended merging into Practical Ideals of Boston
has been called into existence again by the demand of its readers!
The October number of this excellent magazine, Ideals, has a
most interesting account of the life and works of W. F. Evans
the author of a large number of metaphysical books, and a
contemporary of Dr. Quimby, the originator of Christian Mind
Healing. These articles will be continued in future numbers.
Single copies of UNITY are 10 cents Three copies 25 cents.
Twelve copies $1.00. We get letters very of ten saying, "UNITY
is worth its weight in gold," and we know that it is. The cost,
however, to yon is far below this standard, and it is quite
evident that someone is making a neat profit. How many can
you use?
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GREENACRE AND T H E TREATY OF PEACE.
«
I have had a great summer of recreation, with 7,000 miles of
traveling, and two and a half months of resting at that beautiful,
spiritual and metaphysical resort, Greenacre-on-the-Piscataqua,
so that I am feeling well equipped for whatever work the Spirit
is preparing for me to do. From eight seasons of tenting and
co-operative service in caring for the people in tents, I must
say I love Greenacre and all the beautiful people who go
there for rest and refreshment from year to year. There is
nothing exactly like it on earth. The last three seasons have
been especially harmonious, peaceful and helpful, and I am sure
the spiritual profit of a month or two spent there cannot be
measured by words. For this is a wonderful spiritual center,
whose "peace-flag" floats over a peace-loving people; whose
peace sentiments spring from the depths of a spiritual
consciousness.
It strikes me as very singular, that the Envoys of Peace
from Russia and Japan, passing by all the many urgent invitations of kings, governors and mayors, should come and sit down
right under this unique flag, in the adjoining town of Kittery
(once a part of the town of Eliot), as though the peace of the
contending nations could best be accomplished (perhaps only
thus) by their Plenipotentiaries coming in touch with this wonderful peace atmosphere at Greenacre. When great questions
are to be settled it is of highest importance that the best possible
conditions should exist, not omitting those of time and flacr.
While these distinguished Envoys, with the best interests of
their respective governments in view, were exercising their
diplomatic talents and greatest wisdom for the termination of the
war between them, right at the height of their deliberations,
peace meetings were held at Greenacre, and prayers and declarations went forth from this great peace center. Apparently the
best conditions'did exist, both as to time and place; the time
that of the Greenacre conferences, theflace juxtaposition, where
the ebb and flow of the venerable Piscataqua bore messages to
and fro twice in twenty-four hours. Without this fitness of
things it might reasonably be questioned whether the same
perfect results would have ensued, in view of the almost insurmountable difficulties of the situation a few days before the final
agreement. All these perfect conditions had to exist, and were
therefore provided; for the peace of the world had been determined in the councils above. "God is in His Heaven; all's
right with the world."
One remarkable thing is worthy of note: At the crucifixion
of the Lord it is recorded, "That there was a great earthquake,"
not as a chance coincidence, but because the great world of
humanity, and even the very earth itself, was in the throes of the
most gigantic event of the ages. And so at the Kittery Navy
Yard, when the deliberations of these Envoys were at their
highest and most strenuous pitch and severest tension, with
failure and success hanging in the balance, and just while a peace
session was being held at Greenacre, adjoining, there was an
earthquake shock, which gave the ground a distinct tremor—
sufficient to rattle the windows of the Eirenion, where the peace
meeting was held, and which gave a loud explosive report like
thunder, and. according to the statement of persons I have met,
and according to the local papers, blue flames accompanied with
sulphurous fumes, were seen rising all along the rocky shores
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near the Navy Yard. This earthquake had its center right here,
and was not felt beyond the adjoining towns, as though it had to
do with what was going on here. Shall we say that this was bat
a coincidence? May we not with greater propriety say, that the
sensitive psychic atmosphere as well as the intelligent earth were
thrown into intense vibration at the greatness of the events
transpiring, as the natural result of the tremendous force of concentrated thought of all the world focused on this one spot at this
very hour; focused with the most intense anxiety coupled with
fear for the issues of this most momentous day of this great peace
conference ? If we had eyes to see the working of all the spiritual,
psychic and mental forces, we would then understand that there
are more psychic and psychological causes of storms and earthquakes than physical or meteorological. We have seen many
proofs of this in this wonderful sensitive psychical center. We
now believe that the precipitation of rain immediately following a
great battle is caused by the wrath of men engaged in the conflict,
rather than by canonading. The rainmaker did not succeed to
a demonstration in making a shower by explosions in the air.
The treaty here concluded is called, "The Treaty of Portsmouth," though none of their deliberations were conducted in
that city; neither were they domiciled there. With as great, or
even greater propriety, it might have been called, " The Treaty
of Greenacre " for their sessions were held in the new building of
the Kittery Navy Yard, in Kittery, Maine, while they were
domiciled at the "Hotel Wentworth," in the town of Newcastle,
New Hampshire. In going to their hotel they crossed the bridge,
and only passed through Portsmouth en route. For best results
it was necessary that they meet on the Maine side of the river so
as to be in touch with the peace vibrations and the psychic forces
of Greenacre, and on the soil of America, "The land of the free,
and the home of the brave." Because the best conditions existed,
the best results followed, and a great step was taken toward the
establishment of the world's peace.— R. C. DOUGLASS.
AN INSPIRING EPISTLE.
The prosperity which you so fully perceive in the race is
now in process of realization for one and all. The idea of
poverty must give place to the knowledge of the riches of God,
abounding in each soul and only waiting manifestation upon
recognition of the ever-present body of God, from whose pure
substance all forms are fashioned.
The recognition of life
implies the acknowledgment of all forms of subsistence. We are
not properly fed and clothed nntil we learn to nourish our souls
by the bread which comes down from heaven, and to vesture our
presence with His holiness. From the necessities of my own
ease, the following statement was given me:
" I am life and the abundant manifestation of life in every
atom and cell of my physical body. I am the fullness of life to
the outermost realm of expression. I am not afraid of decay and
death: they have no reality in being The immaculate substance,
the unfailing body of God is everywhere, and responds instantly
to my intelligent demands. I am in the ageless springtime of
eternal life."
All the good you have spoken to others is first in yourself, or
you could not name it. All that you have desired for others
shall come to pass in yourself, for the seed must ever yield a fruit
« fter its kind.
In sincere God-speed,
MAY SHANKLJN,
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REVIEWS.

BY J. H. C.
L I F E MORE A B U N D A N T , by H e n r y W o o d .

W e gladly welcome this latest work of one of our m o s t able
writers in the N e w Thought field. In this volume Mr. Wood
makes a comprehensive study of the Bible in the light of rational
criticism which frees it from literalism, and which m a k e s our
faith in the Written Word brighter and stronger becaus e established npon a surer basis. W e quote: " T h e Bible itself is not
being lost, but saved. Saved to reason, to true philosophy, and
pure spiritual science!
Saved to knowledge, logic, a n d the
higher interpretation.
Lost to ignorance, superstition and
bigotry." In speaking of the infallibility of the Bible Mr. W o o d
" Not the verbiage, but the glowing truth which flows
through the Bible is infallible.
. . .
A rounded
spiritual vision should include the inspiration which is
found in the Bible, and that also which is awakened b y
the objective universe. Nature is the larger ' Word of
God.'"
T h e whole work is spiritually constructive a n d i s rich in
inspiration. F e w writers possess the power of pfesenting their
subject in the clear, forceful style which makes H e n r y W o o d ' s
books eagerly sought and carefully read by thinkers desiring a
deeper knowledge of Truth. Published by Lothrop. L e e a n d
Shepard C o . , Boston. Cloth, 313 pp, price S i . 2 0 net, $ 1 . 3 0
post-paid.
LAUNCHING B E Y O N D T H E COLOR L I N E , by Sarah D . B r o w n .

A pamphlet dealing with the negro problem, in which t h e
author states that the colored man himself by a proper cultivation
of the higher qualities of mind — the soul qualities — will not think
it his color which brings him into disfavor with the white race, b u t
what he is. " H a v e we not been doubly wrong in not seeing
where the problem is to be solqed as well a s where it reallv
is? " " T o change his own mind and stop trying to change that of
the white man concerning him, is his business." " R e l i g i o n is
the solvent for this and all other problems. N o sure foundation
for manhood can any lay, except what is laid, sonsbip through
Jesus Christ, our Lord " T h e se quotations show the trend of
the booklet, and strike the right key in the solution of the race
problems now confronting the people of America. W e recommend a careful reading by our colored brothers a n d sisters of
this treatise. Pnblisbed and for sale by the author, Sarah D .
Brown, 5908 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. Price 10 cents.

Since the days when the PSALMS OF DAVID were written, many
centuries have come and gone without bringing into expression
any literature of a similar character. In this hour of general
spiritual awakening there has. however, appeared a new book of
psalms. Spiritual and pure, they have been warmly welcomed
by those who have seen and appreciated their value and significance. Rev. C. F . Dole of Jamaica Plain, Mass., read one from
his pulpit as " g o o d Scripture." Anna White, the strong-sonled
leader among the Shakers of Mt. Lebanon, Mass., said of them
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in a letter to the author: " Your psalms may well be compared
to the Psalms of David, the svreet singer of Israel. They breathe
the breath of fragrance from the altar of God — poetical, inspirational, aspiring and uplifting." Mme. Gertrude de Bielski, the
wise teacher of the Wisdom Religion, calls them "gems in the
Universal Radiance," and says that they "are rich with suggestion, abound in comfort and are full of inspiration." The book,
entitled, A BOOK OF PSALMS, by Owen R. Washburn, is beautifully
printed, well bound in cloth with gold lettering, and is especially
suitable for gift purposes. 32 pp. Price $1.00. Washburn
Publishing Co., 129 West 125th Street, New York City, or from
this office.
A LETTER FROM MR. DRESSER.
18 BOWDOIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.'

DEAR FRIEND — 1 enclose some paragraphs from a chapter of
mine on healing in a new book of which I am now reading the
proofs. It occurred to me that they might be helpful to readers
of UNITY, especially the quotation from kmy father's manuscripts.
If you care to mention somewhere among your brief notes that
the article is condensed from "Health and Inner Life," I should
be very glad to have you do so I am glad to have the copies of
UNITY to distribute each month. Yours sincerely,
H. W. DRESSER.

The foregoing from Mr. Dresser explains the nature of his
article in this issue, entitled, "Methods of Spiritual Healing."
Those of our readers who are not familiar with the early history
of Christian Mind Healing, or "Christian Science," as it was
once called by Dr. Quimby, who gave Mrs. Eddy the points which
she afterwards expanded into "Science and Health," may better
understand when we explain that the extracts are made from the
lecture notes of Julius A. Dresser, his father. The elder Mr.
Dresser was a student of Dr. Quimby at the same time that
Mrs. Eddy took his lessons and treatments, and knew all the facts
about the origin of her book, which Christian Scientists now
seek to deny. "The Philosophy of P. P. Quimby," a book
explaining all this, is an important part of our literature, and
should be read by every student who desires to know the inside
facts as to the origin of Christian Science —EDITOR.
The Truth Seeker, a new monthly magazine devoted to New
Thought; published and edited by Veni Cooper-Mathieson,
Elizabeth Garside, Associate, Sydney, Australia, six shillings per
year. We welcome this very worthy helper in spreading the
Great Truth.
A lady reports fine results in healing a little child who was
scalded, by using the following affirmations given by Walter
DeVoe: "Pain cannot exist in any part of your body, for the
merciful, soothing power of Life is now satisfying every cell with
the oil of joy."
The Higher Thought. 459 LaSalle Avenue, Chicago, after
January will appear under a new name — My Word. This
excellent journal has become a part of the Demonstration work
established by Evelyn Arthur See and Chester Agnes See.
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SIGNS THAT

FOLLOW.

Through the kindness of a friend I see UNITY every month,
and I cannot tell you how greatly altered for the better my whole
life, and I hope character, has become through your teachings.
T h e y seem to me to contain all that is needful and good, and
are so practical and all-embracing. I started as a Congregationalism then to Presbyterianism, Unitananism, Theosophy and
Spiritualism.
So 1 was very ready and grateful for the
restfulness, etc., of the N e w Thought.
— A . D.
U N I T Y has been a most valuable key that has unlocked many
doors of the " m a n y m a n s i o n s " within, not only for m e , but I
think for some to whom I have loaned my copies. T h e y have
all done good service, they are on the go continually.
UNITY
teaches most effectively the best weapon to be used in "fighting
the good fight," and what a glorious victory promises to c o m e to
those who faint not
A famous writer has said that, " T h e r e
are but two steps from the bedside to the borders of the universe,
faith and will " And that is truth to me, and has m a n y times
roused me when discouragement tried to hold m e . T h i s study
of becoming the real Self is beautiful beyond comparison
which is the greatest of all encouragements to hold on while
growing. When one really gets a glimpse of it there is not m u c h
danger of letting go.
I have attained considei able success in teaching my organism
the truth, and it is becoming obedient and truthful. U N I T Y is
always good, but I want to tell you that I think the last three
numbers extra fine. (I am sure you will not take that remark in
the way our cook takes the praise I give her delicious rolls. I
often say, " Henrietta, your rolls are especially fine t h s m o r n ing," which she takes as a reflection on those of other times, a n d
I try to assure her that that is not the case.) I do so enjoy M r .
Fillmore's lessons, the explanatory one in (une being v e r y
helpful. Talking about food, I will want to take Nov
Thought
Diet, and later in the year I will be glad to send something to
help swell the fund that Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore are raising
to promote their work. It will be a pleasure to g i v : to their
cause and I am going to give as much as I can. M a j b e I c a n n o t
give all at once. But, I started to sav that three years ago I g a v e
up meat eating, and my doing so has been the cause of the w h o l e
family, not giving it up entirely, but they have become v e r y ,
very light meat eaters. Of course, you know how much better I
feel, but I had to prove to them that I could do so. T h e y thought
it necessary for health to eat some meat. T h e v are not v e r y
much interested in my new Life, b u f they do see a g r e a t
difference, but they do not see (because their e y e s are not o p e n )
half as much difference in me as I see in the entire household i n
many, many respects. T h e subject of health has been raised, I
believe, fully one hundred per cent.
— R . C. J.
Again I want to tell you what the Lord through / o u r p r a y e r s
is doing for me. I am gaining in so many ways I hardly k n o w
how to express mvself to yon. I am stronger in more wavs t h a n
one, than I have been sinci* I took sick two vears ago
My f r i e n d s
all say that I look better than they have seen m e for a long t i m e ,
and all are anxious to know what I am doing to mvself. ' T i s
then I can tell of God's wonderful love and power, and what H e
is doing for me.
— E . R.
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U N I T Y has done more for me in assisting my search
divine within than any other of the advanced thought
tions I have read, and I hope to be in a position before
support it liberally. Yours,
—H.
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I never can express to you my gratitude for the improvement
in circumstances. Before I applied to you for help 1 had taken
treatment for prosperity from three different people, and while I
could see that my material affairs were a little better, they were
nothing compared with what has happened to me since the first
of last March.
— D . S K.
U N I T Y arrived filled brimming over with blessed Truth.
Mr.
reads nothing else but them, and has gotten more light
through them the last two months than he has through all
the other books nnd papers he has read the last ten
years. H e is simply in love with UNITY. It is just what he has
been looking for, and as for myself, I read them over and over
again. I must tell you of the demonstration Mr.
made. H e
drove the ycung horse in the van to the township, and when he got
d o w n to lock the wheel, the horse bolted. He heard the Spirit
say " r u n , " which he did, and overtook the horse. Again the
voice said, " L e a p into the van," — it was covered all round
except the front — but he did it, and just in time to grasp the
lines and save the horse and van from being dashed to pieces.
T h e people were all astonished, but we give thanks to the Holy
Spirit and to you.
— M . A. F . , Australia.
My rupture that you treated is cured. It has not bothered
m e for some time, and 1 have not worn a truss for three months.
T h i s is the reason why I write you for treatment for my bladder
trouble.
— T. J. N .
Please find enclssed $— as renewal of my membership in the
S o c i e t y . I feel that I have derivt d the greatest good from this
association. T h e things for which I asked help are still possible
of further adjustment, though success has certainly come along
the lines I mentioned in my first letter. Spiritual strength has
c o m e to me also as never before, and certain disagreeable things
I have been able to meet composedly because of the innt-r consciousness of the All-Good.
— M. B . S.

Special Notice.
Address all orders for books, subscriptions, or business, to
t h e U n i t y Tract Society; or, if writing to the Society of Silent
U n i t y , or individuals, be sure and write on a separate sheet your
o r d e r s for subscriptions, books, etc., and all matters pertaining
t o the literature department of our work. It will save time and
i n s u r e accuracy and dispatch in filling your orders, besides keepi n g private matters that do not concern the business department.
P u t our full address on this separate sheet and write on back,
F o r Unity Tract Society, 913 Tracy Ave , Kansas City, Mo.
Vou can be healed, and taught to heal others in your own
h o m e s , through the understanding of the Science of B<-ing. For
particulars address, M R S . S. A. MCMAHON. 2118 N . Robey St.,
C h i c a g o , 111.
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Holiday Books.
Now is the time you should be securing your remembrances
for your loved ones. No more appropriate gift can be made than
a good book, which is not only beautiful but radiant with
blessings.
SONG OF T H E SOUL VICTORIOUS.
BY ILIZA PITSINGER.

This beautiful poem of twenty-two verses is printed on fine
heavy enamel paper, on one side only, two verses to the page,
with beautiful flower designs in color. Size, g% x8>^ inches.
Tied with silk cord with tassel. Price, 25 cents.
WEE WISDOM'S WAY.
BY MYRTLE FILLMORE.

This booklet of 64 pages contains the whole gospel of healing and salvation in a nutshell, and is one of the most delightful
stories published. The language is plain and simple, and
describes how the Day family was healed. Title printed in red
od cream cover paper, and tied with red silk. Price, 25 cents.
FINDING THE CHRIST IN OURSELVES.
BY H. EMILIE CADY.

A revelation of the loving Spirit — Father — God — at the
center of our being. In beautiful white enamel paper cover, in
gilt. Price, 25 cents.
LESSONS IN TRUTH.
BY H. KMILIE CADY.

The standard and most spiritual lessons in Truth in the New
Thought. Bound in cloth, stamped in gold, and gold top.
Price, $1.00.

ELSIE'S LITTLE BROTHER TOM.
BY AI.LYN THURBER.

Beautifully bound book of 168 pages, boards. A charming
Christmas present. Price, 75 cents.
SPECIAL: We will send you all the above books, amounting to $2.50, for $2.00.
THE BUILDING BONDS.
You will find the Unity Building Bonds a safe investment,
bearing five per cent interest per annum. Our Trustees will
allow you to buy them on installments of $5.00 each until the
amount of the bond, $50.00, is paid in.
Should you at any time wish to convert your bonds into
cash, you will have no trouble in doing so, in a reasonable time,
as the property is getting more valuable daily, and the bonds
will eventually be worth a premium.
When bonds are purchased in full, such money will begin
drawing interest from date received, but the bonds will be issued
January 1st. Address, CHAS. E. PRATHER, Business Manager.
For $1.15 we will send UNITY one year and "Wee Wisdom's
Way," a booklet of sixty-four pages, by Myrtle Fillmore.
For $1.25 we will send UNITY one year and WKK WISDOM, a
monthly paper especially designed for teaching Practical Christianity to children.
For $1.35 we will send UNITY one year and "Twelve Lessons
Truth," by H. Emilie Cady.
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Gifts For Children.
Here are some of the choicest New Thought books for young
people, and we make the following special combinations for your
benefit:
COMBINATION, N O . I :

Elsie's Little Brother Tom, (75c).
"1
Wee Wisdom's Way, (25c).
L»««
The Garden, the Gate, and the Key (Vol. III. Wee | 7 5 C '
Wisdom's Library, (25c).
j
COMBINATION, N O. 2:

Wee Wisdom's Library.
Vols. 1, 2 and 4, short stories, poems, etc., 64 pages each.
Vol. 3. The Garden, the Gate, and the Key, 48 pages.
Vol. 5, Drops from Wee Pens (short stories by the children
themselves), 64 pages.
Vol. 6, Summer Stories (short stories by the children) 64 pages.
25c. each; all six volumes for
$1.00
COMBINATION, NO . 3:

Elsie's Little Brother Tom (75c), and
W E B WISDOM, 16-page monthly magazine for children, one
year (50c), for
75c
Until January 1st, 1906, we will send the following choice
booklets for only $1.00:
COMBINATION, No.

4.

Lessons in Truth (one volume, paper), by H. Emilie Cady.
Wee Wisdom's Way, by Myrtle Fillmore.
Finding the Christ in Ourselves, by H. Emilie Cady.
Love: The Supreme Gift, by Henry Drummond.
Directions for Beginners, by Charles Fillmore.

A New Magazine.
Just as soon as we have a subscription list sufficient to give
us second class privileges in the mails, we shall issue the first
number of a magazine entitled NEW THOUGHT DIET. The
title explains its character. It will be 5 cents per copy or 50
cents per year.
Send in your subscription now. It does not make any
special difference whether you send the price or not — we want
your name if you desire to be a subscriber. And who, we would
ask. among the New Thought people the world over, can afford
to be without such a guide? Great ignorance prevails among all
classes of metaphysicians on the food question, and there is no
publication that treats the subject from the spiritual view-point.
This NEW T H O U G H T DIET will do, and every one seeking to
spiritualize the body, should take it. Send all subscriptions to
UNITY TRACT SOCIETY.
913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.
We have a number of the second and third booklets of
Lessons in Truth, by H. Emilie Cady, containing lessons 5 to 12
nclusive, which may be bad for 15 cents a copy. The first
ooklet, containing the first four lessons, is now out of print, the
ntire course being published in one volume complete.
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METAPHYSICAL PUBLICATIONS.
UNITY. Edited by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore. Monthly.
Si.oo a year. 913 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
WEE WISDOM. (For children.) Edited by Myrtle Fillmore.
Monthly. 50 cents a year. 913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
DAS WORT. (German.) Edited by H. H. Schroeder. Monthly.
Si.00 a year. 3623 South 12th Street, St. Louis, Mo.
HARMONY. Edited by C. L. and M. E. Cramer.
Monthly.
Si.00 a year. 3360 17th Street, San Francisco, Cal. With
UNITY, SI.30.

EXPRESSION. Monthly. Si.58 a year; 24 Lower Phillmore
Place, London, W., England.
FULFILLMENT. Edited by Grace M. Brown. Monthly. Si.00
a year. Box 445, Denver, Colo. With UNITY, $1.50.
MIND. Edited by Charles Brodie Patterson. Monthly. Si.50.
a year. Oscawana-on-Hudson, New York. With UNITY, $2.10.
NOW, a journal of affirmations. Edited by Henry Harrison
Brown. Monthly. Si.00 a year. 103 Stenier St.. San
Francisco, Cal.

With UNITY, SI.50.

THE NAUTILUP,. Edited by Elizabeth Towne.
Monthly.
30 cents a year. Holyoke. Mass. With UNITY, Si.23.
THE NEW WAY. Devoted to Unfoldment of the Higher Life.
Monthly. Si.ooayear. Washington, D. C. With UNITY, SI 50.
THE PROPHET. Edited by Kenneth Sylvan Guthrie. Monthly.
73 cents if paid in advance; otherwise, $1.00 a year. Lamott.
Penn.
THE LIFE. MEETINGS
A metaphysical
a year, 10 cents
INmonthly.
KANSAS Si.00
CITY.
aThe
copy.
3332
Troost
Kansas
City, Mo.holds services at
Unity
Society
ofAve.,
Practical
Christianity
Unity Headquarters, 913 Tracy Ave., every Surdav at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 10 A. M.
Also at Unity Headquarters, 913 Tracy Ave., Healing service
every Monday evening at 8 o'clock. Mid-week meeting every
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock. Special private classes
according to announcement. All are welcome.
Divine Science Society, Dr. D. L. Sullivan, speaker, has
services every Sunday at 11 A. M., Warwick Hall, Eighth and
Oak Streets.
New Thought Center, Judge H. H. Benson, speaker. Services
every Sunday at 8:00 p. H , Unity Headquarters, 913 Tracy Ave.
New Thought Club, Prof. LeRoy Moore, speaker, has services
every Sunday at 3 p. M. in the K. P. Hall, 624 Minnesota Ave..
Kansas City, Kansas.
A n Opportunity.
A new edition of " Lessons in Truth," by H. Emilie Cady.
the easiest, simplest, and most practical course of lessons in
Practical Christianity published anywhere, are now ready for
delivery. These wonderfully inspiring lessons appear in one
volume complete instead of in a series of three booklets as
formerly. They are printed from new plates and bound in
attractive style, and sell at 50 cents in paper binding, Si.00 in
cloth. We have a few copies of our regular Si. 35 cloth-bound
edition, which you may have for 73 cents a copy.
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HOMES AND CENTERS OF TROTH.
Home of Troth, 903 Tenth Street, Sacramento, Cal.
Home of Truth, 1327 Georgia St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Home of Truth, 1231 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Home of Troth, 2527 Central Ave,, Alameda, Cal.
Home of Truth, 275 North Third St., San Jose, Cal.
New Thought Center, C. R. Wheelock in charge. 1245 Park
Street, Alameda, Calif.
Metaphysical Library and Reading Room, 611 Grant Building,
Los Angeles, Cal.
t
College of Divine Science, 730 Seventeenth Ave., Denver, Colo.
The Truth Center of Christian Living and Healing, 108 W. 10th
Street, Pueblo, Colo.
Divine Science Home, 1560 Race Street, Denver, Colo.
Chicago Truth Center, 1157 N. Clark St., Flat 2, Chicago, 111.
Chicago Unity Society of Practical Christianity, 803 Masonic
Temple.
Sarah Wilder Pratt Rooms, (Room 419), 87 Washington Street,
Chicago. Noon meetings every day from 12:00 to 12:30.
T h e Ideal City Association, for all wha are seeking the true way
of living, meets Sundays, 3 P. M., at 803 Masonic Temple;
Chicago, 111.
Circle of Light Temple of Truth. Mother Virtuzia, Williams
Bay, Wisconsin.
T h e St. Louis Unity Society of Practical Christianity, 24 N.
Compton Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. Services: Sunday, n
A. M. ; Mrs. T. B. H. Brown, leader.
H . H. Schroeder, 2622 S. 12th Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Home of Truth, May D. Wolzak, teacher. 2312 Wabash Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
New Thought Center, 10 The Zenobia, Toledo, Ohio.
New Thought Temple, 7:45 Sunday evenings, Gorman Hall,
131)4 South Jefferson St., Dayton, Ohio.
New Thought Temple, services Sundays 10:00 A. M. and 8:00 P.
M. McMillan St and Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Circle of Divine Ministry, 3J8 Main St., East Orange, N. J.
Brooklyn Truth Center, 313a Quincy Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Classes. Monday at 8:13 p. M., and Wednesday at 10:00 A. M.
Mrs. P. E. Sayre in charge.
Circle of Divine Ministry, 29 West 20th Street, New York City.
Brooklyn Circle of Divine Ministry, 76 Hanson Place, Brooklyn,
N . Y. J. E. Lambert, Librarian.
Higher Thought Center, 10 Cheniston Gardens, W., London, Eng.
New Thought books on sale at 724 N. Compton Avenue, St.
Louis, Mo. Correspondence promptly attended to when stamp
U enclosed. Lessons in Truth and Healing, both present and
absent.

THHRESA B. H. BROWN.

S p e c i a l . We are making a special rate of three subscriptions to UNITY for (2.00. This is but 66 cents per year each.
They must all be sent in at the same time; only one renewal, the
other two being to two new names not now subscribers to UNITY.
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Three yearly subscripllons to UNITY (or »a.oo, one of which may be a renewal.

Begin with

.number.

To Unity Tract Society,
913 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.
E n c l o s e d find $

for subscripions to UNITY a s follows:

—

•

-

•-•

State

Town

Street

NOLIT\O

••-• -

—

1

i

3°
0

u

••••MM>»* ••••••••••••••••••••• ••»•••*

! A Dainty a n d i
X Practiced Gift.
t
Send your friends the beautiful booklet by Pauline
E . Sayre for a Christmas or holiday present.
2
It is "Practical Application of Divine Principle in
T Our Every-Day Life," being a series of three talks on the
T subject. Attractively bound in white and gold, and conX tains 75 pages.
T
•

Practical, Sensible, Applicable.
25 cents per copy, postpaid.

PAULINE E . SAYRE.
313» Quinoy Street, Brooklyn, N»w York.

Fulfillment.
£
•

A magdzine of helpfulness., li.oo a year.
free.
.

I
J Box 445,

Sample copy

GRACE M. BROWN,
•
Denver, Colo. X

••••• •••••»*••••»»••»•••••••••••»••••••

W r i t i n g s b y A n n i e Rix Militz.
Primary Lessons in Christian Living
and Healing
The Sermon on the Mount
All Things are Possible to Them that
Believe
None of these Things Move Me

$i.oo
50
10
05

For sale by

UNITY T R A C T SOCIETY.
913 Traoy Avt., Ktv.nan.8 City, Mo..
Or 9ent, postpaid, on receipt of price, by T H E ABSOLUTE
PRESS, Box 155, Brooklyn, New York.
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t

Meatless Dishes.

i

•
•
X
J
T
X
•
•

A cook book which tells how to prepare healthful and
nutrious dishss without meats or animal fats. Gives tested
recipes and menus. Contains an interesting sermon on
Salads, by an expert Cook. Gives useful hints on How to
Set the Table, Hygiene, Kitchen Economy, Care of Kitchen
Utensils, etc. Sent prepaid on receipt of 10 cents; dozen
copies, $1.00.
Vegetarian Magazine one year, $1.00;
three months, 25 cents. Address,

•
•
4.
•
•
4,
•
1

X

VEGETARIAN CO„

J67 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

%

• The Washington. News-Letter.
•

Exponent 0/ Christolotfy.

Oliver C. Sabin, Bditor.

• Every number replete with Essays, Lectures, and EdiT torials on Metaphysical Healing, especially the methods
X taught by Jesus and his disciples.
•

J

T

Subscription Rates: $1.00 a year; foreign,

$1.23.

X
t

7

•
J329 M ST., W A S H I N G T O N , D . G , U . S. A. •

X

•

. 4 L
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Good German translations of the following books z re now ic
stock at the following prices:
1. Lessons in Truth, by H. EruilieCady; cloth $1.00; paper
75 cents.
2. New Thought Simplified, by Henry Wood; cloth $1.00,
paper 75 cents.
3. Spiritual Knowing, etc., by Seward; cloth $1.25; paper
$1.00.

4.

The Spiritual Law in the Natural World; Eleve; cloih

$1.25; paper $1.00.

5. In Tune with the Infinite, by Trine; cloth $1.25.
6. Living by the Spirit, Dresser; cloth 75 cents.
7. Lessons in the Philosophy of Life, by Lucia A. Beckham; cloth $1.00; paper 60 cents.
8. Between the Lines; Mrs. Hannah M. Kohaus; paper
40 cents.
9. Remedies of the Great Physician; Mrs. Hannah M.
Kohaus; cloth 40 cents.
10. Studies in Divine Science, by Fannie B. James; board!
50 cents.
Send orders direct to UNITY TRACT SOCIETY,
913 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.

abyCoOgk

A Magazine of Joy.
What One Woman Thinks About the

Nautilus.

Mary Herring Hudson says: "The Nautilus is such
a. joy to me! Unless I give it away I read every number
until it is worn out! "
And she is only one of thousands of women, and men,
too, who enjoy The Nautilus' bright helpfulness.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Eleanor Kirk, Floyd B. Wilson,
William E Towne and Elizabeth Towne are the regular
writers for The Nautilus.
Then there are other contributors who are greatly
enjoyed. In November and December numbers will appear
two timely papers by Charlotte Martindell, on "Child
Development." And with the December number begins a
series of articles of vital importance to every student of
life; bv Ella Adelia Fletcher, author of " T h e Woman
Beautiful." Miss Fletcher's articles deal with the subject
of " Breath and Life," which she has investigated for years,
both in study and in personal experiment.
The subscription price of The Nautilus is only 50
cents a year; and if you order NOW the publisher will
send you the rest of this year's numbers and all of
igo6—/$• months for jo cents. Or you can have a four
months' trial subscription for 10 cents. Send direct to
ELIZABETH
TOWNE, Deft. U, Holyokc, Mass.

The Blind Healed.
"Healing Currents from the Battery of Life," by
Walter De Voe, is becoming famous for the remarkable
cures wrought in those who have applied the living truth
that it teaches. The author is an experienced Healer and
Teacher.
John Martin, of New York City, blind for 14 years,
the substitute who received treatments in place of Rouss
the blind millionaire, recently had bis sight restored by
the process which this book teaches.
Dr. E. H. Pratt, a noted surgeon of Chicago, prescribe
this book for many of his patients. It is filled with vitaliz
ing and soul-stirring thoughts that brighten the mind and
heal the flesh.
For a frontispiece there is a reproduction of Hoffman's
beautiful painting of The Christ, which is an aid to soulinspiration. Price, $2.00; postpaid.
Send orders direct to

UNITY TRACT SOCIETY,
913 Tracy A v e H

K a n s a s C i t y , Mo.
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A NEW
lust

EDITION
Issued.

Lessons in Truth
By H. Emilie Cady
Twelve Lessons, written in fascinating maaner,
which appeal to every denomination of religion.
The easy and logical steps with which she takes
you along the road hunting your God are not only
charming but glorious in their simplicity and
clearness.
Paper binding. In one volume, 5 0 cents:
cloth, stamped tn (fold. $1.00.
[No longer issued in three booklets.]

i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
n.
1a

CONTENTSi
Statement of Being.
Thinking.
Denials.
Affirmations.
Faith.
Definitions.
Spiritual Understanding.
Secret Place of the Most High
Finding the Secret Place.
Spiritual Gifts.
Unity of the Spirit.
Bondage or Liberty — Which ?

U n i t y Tra.ct S o c i e t y ,
913 Traoy Ave., Kansas City. Mo.
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